




Demand and Price Analysis 
of the U.S~ Soybean Marl(.et 

JAMES P. HOUCK 

Soybeans are an important and relatively unique commodity in U.S. 
agriculture. The rise of soybeans to this importance is a recent develop

ment. Although soybeans were cultivated in the Far East for thousands 
of years, little was known about them in the United States before the 
1980's. Until 1941 over half of the planted soybean acreage was harvested 
for hay, grazed, or plowed under. But the World War II need for fats and 
oils stimulated production increases. At the war's end acreage harvested 
for beans was approximately double the immediate prewar level. 

In the 1946-60 period soybean produc
tion and utilization expanded more than 
200 percent. Farmers' cash receipts from 
soybeans increased from 1.9 percent of all 
commodity receipts to 3.2 percent, placing 
soybeans fifth among the nation's cash 
crops. In 1960 only cotton, wheat, corn, and 
tobacco returned more cash income to 
farmers and 1961 data indicate that soy
beans replaced tobacco in fourth place. 

Other than flax, soybeans are the only 
major U.S. crop produced chiefly as an oil
seed. When processed, soybeans yield rela
tively fixed proportions of two joint com
modities -meal and oil. Historically the 
value of these commodities per bushel of 
soybeans was approximately equal. Unlike 
other major cash crops both foreign and 
domestic markets for soybeans and soy
bean products expanded rapidly in recent 
years. 

Objectives and Method of Analysis 

the 

economic research on soy
products emphasized 

rnarketing, and export po-

tential of these commodities (see Bibliog
raphy). Little statistical price analysis was 
done. Apparently there is no published 
study analyzing the pricing of soybeans 
and soybean products as an interrelated 
simultaneous process. Consequently, the 
central objective of this study was to com
pute and analyze empirical estimates of the 
parameters in a simultaneous statistical 
model of the U.S. soybean market. 

Development of an appropriate statisti
cal model implied the need for a theoretical 
framework providing a fa.irly general ex
pression of the important price-making re
lationships for soybeans and soybean prod
ucts. The total farm level demand for 
soybeans is ·expressed by linking demands 
for meal and oil to demands for bean ex
ports and storage. The farm supply func
tion is shown to interact with the total 
farm demand function to establish the price 
of soybeans, the volume moving into each 
outlet, the crushing and handling margin, 
and prices of meal and oil. 

An eight-equation linear statistical model 
of the U.S. soybean market, based on the 
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theoretical framework, is presented. The 
relevant parameters of this model, esti
mated by least squares and two-stage least 
squares procedures, are discussed. Esti
mates of the system's eight dependent vari
ables, computed from the model, are com
pared with actual 1946-60 data. In addi
tion, the parameter estimates are used in 
analyzing: (I) shifts in structural relations, 
and (~) changes in government policies 
and programs. 

Utilization of Soybeans and 
Soybean Products 

Soybeans and soybean products are used 
in a wide variety of food, feed, and indus
trial items in the United States and other 
countries (see figure 1). In order to pro
vide some background for the theoretical 
framework and statistical model, a brief 
description of soybean utilization and farm 
value is necessary. Since the statistical 
model focuses on the demand for soybeans 
and soybean products, emphasis is placed 
on demand rather than supply factors. 

Although hundreds of end uses for soy
bean products can be identified, a small 
number dominated domestic utilization 
and value in the 1946-60 period.' Few soy
beans are used directly for food or full-fat 
products. Official USDA statistics incorpo
rate this portion of soybean utilization into 
the residual or balancing item between re
ported supply and reported utilization (see 
Appendix A). 

Almost all soybeans used commercially 
in this country are processed into meal and 
oil. The crude oil component is extracted 
from whole soybeans by mechanical or 
chemical methods." The remaining material 
is processed into soybean meal or flour. Fol
lowing the extraction process, meal and oil 
enter manufacturing and marketing chan
nels which are essentially independent of 
each other. 

U.S. soybean exports increased from vir
tually nothing after World War II to 
130.1 million bushels in 1960 (table 1). 

Table 1. U.S. soybean exports: total amount 
and percent shipped to Canada, Europe, 

and Japan, 1946-60 

Total exports 
Exports to Canada, 
Europe, and Japan 

Year Amount Amount 
beginning (million (million Percent 
October 1 bushels) bushels) of total 

1946 ....... 3.8 n.a.* n.a. 
1947 ....... 2.9 n.a. n.a. 
1948 ....... 23.0 n.a. n.a. 
1949 ....... 13.1 n.a. n.a. 
1950 ....... 27.8 n.a. n.a. 
1951 ....... 17.0 14.1 82.9 
1952 ....... 31.9 25.4 79.6 
1953 ....... 39.7 35.7 89.9 
1954 ....... 60.5 53.6 88.6 
1955 ....... 67.2 61.7 91.8 
1956 ....... 84.9 77.0 90.7 
1957 ....... 85.5 75.3 88.1 
1958 ....... 110.1 97.7 88.7 
1959 ....... 141.4 126.4 89.4 
1960 ....... 130.1 115.8 89.0 

* n.a. =not available. 
Source: Soybean Bluebooks- 1955 to 1962, Amer

ican Soybean Association. 

Major outlets were Japan, Canada, and 
European industrialized nations. As a 
group these countries purchased about 90 
percent of each year's exports. In Europe 
and Canada soybeans usually are proc
essed for meal and oil. Increased process
ing capacity and growing markets, espe
cially for meal, reflected higher standards 
of living in these countries and stimulated 
exports. 

About 50 percent of the soybeans used 
in Japan in this period went directly into 
human food. Many traditional Oriental 
foods include soybeans as an ingredient. 
The balance was processed into meal and 
oil. 

U. S. exports of soybeans expanded par
tially because Mainland China, the world's 
only other major soybean producer, failed 
to expand her exports as demand in
creased. Termination of trade between 
Communist China and Japan in 1958 also 
was advantageous to U. S. soybean ex
ports. 

Estimates indicate that China's soybean 

1 This period is emphasized since the statistical analysis used data from these 15 marketing years. 
The marketing year for soybeans and soybean products extends from October 1 through September 30. 

2 A 60-pound bushel of soybeans yields about 10 to 11 pounds oil and about 46 to 48 pounds meal. 
Several studies described and analyzed the soybean-processing industry in detail. The bibliography 
lists several. See particularly reports by Brewster and Mitchell, Emory and Wolf, Goldberg, Hedlund, 
Kromer and Gilliland, Peier and Gilliland, and Simon. 
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Table 2. Soybean oil: utilization of domestically produced oil by amount and percent of total, 1946·60 

Margarine and shortening Other food • Industrial t Export 

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Total 
Year (million pounds) of total (million pounds) of total (million pounds) of total (million pounds) of total (million pounds) 

1946 ................ 945 63.0 294 19.6 172 11.5 89 5.9 1,500 
1947 ................ 933 59.8 248 15.9 270 17.3 110 7.0 1,561 
1948 ................ 963 61.8 240 15.4 270 17.3 86 5.5 1,559 
1949 ................ 1,070 53.6 239 11.9 321 16.1 367 18.4 1,997 
1950 ................ 1,153 55.6 295 14.2 323 15.6 302 14.6 2,073 
1951 ................ 1,204 51.3 331 14.1 306 13.1 504 21.5 2,345 

Q;> 1952 ................ 1,503 59.6 408 16.2 386 15.3 223 8.9 2,520 
1953 ................ 1,640 64.5 510 20.0 345 13.6 49 1.9 2,544 
1954 ................ 1,583 65.7 419 17.4 331 13.7 77 3.2 2,410 
1955 ................ 1,670 60.1 584 21.0 390 14.0 134 4.9 2,778 
1956 ................ 1,534 48.2 621 19.5 351 11.0 679 21.3 3,185 
1957 ................ 1,670 50.6 626 19.0 320 9.7 685 20.7 3,301 
1958 ................ 2,125 52.8 699 17.4 328 8.1 873 21.7 4,025 
1959 ................ 2,237 51.7 840 19.4 358 8.3 889 20.6 4,324 
1960 ................ 2,273 50.3 830 18.4 355 7.9 1,058 23.4 4,516 

* Includes use in salad oils, cooking oils, and mayonnaise~type dressings. 
t Includes use in soap, paint, varnish, other drying oils, and miscellaneous nonfood items. 
Source: Soybean Bluebook- 1962, American Soybean Association, p. 40. 



exports remained nearly constant in the 
195o-60 period while U. S. exports in
creased almost 400 percent." In 1960 the 
U. S.'s share of total world soybean ex
ports was estimated at 78 percent while 
China's share was about 20 percent. Typi
cally, Canada and Brazil together account 
for 2 to 8 percent of each year's total. 

Soybean Oil 
In the 1946-60 period most domesti

cally produced soybean oil was used in 
food products. Margarine and shortening 
dominated the edible outlets (table 2). 
Other soybean oil-using foods include salad 
oil, cooking oil, and mayonnaise-type dress
ings. 

Industrial utilization declined in per
centage but remained fairly constant in 
actual amount from 1958 to 1960. The 
growth in the export sector was due largely 
to government-authorized sales of soybean 
oil for foreign currencies under Public 
Law (P.L.) 480 ( passed in 1954). About 
65 percent of soybean oil exports in the 
1954-60 period was authorized under Title 
I of this legislation. 

Soy lecithin, an important byproduct 
of the crude oil degumming process, is 
widely used as an emulsifying and dispers-

ing agent in many food and industrial 
products (figure 1). 

Soybean Meal 
Most domestic utilization of soybean 

meal in the 1946-60 period was in com
mercially prepared and farm-mixed live
stock feeds (table 8). Soybean meal is 
now the most important high protein feed 
concentrate in this country. Poultry and 
hogs utilized about 70 percent of all soy
bean meal fed in the 1946-60 period; soy
bean meal is high in crude and digestible 
protein and low in fiber content. In the 
1956-60 period, poultry used 45.6 percent, 
hogs 27.8 percent, cattle 22.9 percent, and 
other livestock 4.2 percent of the soybean 
meal fed to livestock. 

Meal exports also expanded late in this 
period. Growing animal numbers in for
eign nations, especially western Europe, 
and growing acceptance of vegetable pro
teins in livestock rations contributed to 
this increase. 

Food and industrial outlets for soybean 
meal and flour were limited. However, in
terest in isolated proteins and soy flours 
as multipurpose foods and nutritional 
supplements may provide important fu
ture outlets. 

Table 3. Soybean meal: utilization of domestically produced meal by 
amount and percent of total, 1946-60 

Feed Export Food and industrial 

Year Amount Amount Amount Total 
beginning (thousand Percent (thousand Percent (thousand Percent (thousand 
October 1 tons) of total tons) of total tons) of total tons) 

1946 .......... 3,745 91.6 142 3.5 199 4.9 4,086 
1947 .......... 3,383 88.3 96 2.5 354 9.2 3,833 
1948 .......... 4,139 95.5 151 3.5 44 1.0 4,334 
1949 .......... 4,517 98.4 47 1.0 25 0.6 4,589 
1950 .......... 5,718 96.5 181 3.0 30* 0.5 5,929 
1951 .......... 5,640 98.7 42 0.7 30 0.6 5,712 
1952 .......... 5,510 98.6 47 0.8 30 0.6 5,587 
1953 .......... 4,965 98.1 66 1.3 30 0.6 5,061 
1954 .......... 5,428 94.7 272 4.7 30 0.6 5,730 
1955 ........•. 6,041 93.4 400 6.2 30 0.4 6,471 
1956 .......... 7,093 93.7 443 5.9 30 0.4 7,566 
1957 .......... 7,962 96.0 300 3.6 30 0.4 8,292 
1958 .......... 8,938 94.2 512 5.4 30 0.4 9,480 
1959 .......... 8,446 92.5 652 7.1 30 0.4 9,128 
1960 .......... 8,820 93.4 591 6.3 30 0.3 9,441 

• Estimated 1950-60. 
Source: Soybean Bluebook- 1962, American Soybean Association, p. 34. 

• Foreign Agriculture Circular, FFO 6-62, FAS, USDA, July 1962, p. 27. 
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Fig. 2. fa~m level vrohme d'!ll'l!:l uti!b:atie"' @f s<:~ybem•s a~•~ s@ybea" pvOJHtluds, <~llU'iYtllli 
average;§, Hl<¥7~49 lil!rid 1957~59. 

!?>~RM LEVE!_ VALUES ARE [XPRESSEO ~N i>JIILL iON DOLLARS. 
o~.:SH~D Rf.:CTtlJ'IGlES A~~D STARRED VAUJES, RIEF!::F/1 TO "HiE 
1947~ 1949 PIEFHOD. 
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Farm Value of Soybeans and 
Soybean Products 

Figure ~ compares the estimated farm 
level value of various sectors of the soy
bean market in 1947-49 and in 1957-59.' 
The dashed rectangles indicate average 
marketing year values in 1947-49. The 
solid rectangles indicate average 1957-59 
values. The rectangles are approximately 
proportional to the relative differences in 
value between sectors and periods. For ex
ample, the area of the production rectan
gle is equal to the sum of the three rec
tangle areas representing export, crushing, 
and other uses." This same correspondence 
holds for the meal and oil sectors and for 
breakdowns within each sector. 

All soybean market sectors did not grow 
at the same rate between 1947-49 and 
1957-59. The increased value of soybean 
exports was a major factor in the rise in 
production value. The value of the meal 
component grew relatively more than the 
value of the oil component, primarily be
cause of increased use of meal as a live
stock feed. The importance of P.L. 480 
shipments of soybean oil, begun in 1954, 
is shown. Sectors which did not expand in 
farm level value between the two periods 
were: (I) food and industrial outlets for 
meal, (~) the shortening market for oil, 
and (3) the nonfood utilization of oil. 

In general, the farm level value of do
mestically processed soybeans increased at 
an average annual rate of about 5 percent. 
The value of exports grew at a much faster 
rate, about ~1 percent. Consequently, the 
total farm value of soybean production 
grew at an average rate of approximately 

7 percent per year between 1947-49 and 
1957-59. 

Technologjcal Change 
Important technological changes oc

curred in the U.S. soybean-processing in
dustry in the 1946-60 period. The most 
significant was the widespread substitu
tion of the chemical oil extraction tech
nique for older mechanical procedures. 

In the latter process crude oil is re
moved from cracked and flaked soybeans 
by mechanieal pressure and heat. Then 
the remaining material is converted into 
soybean meal or cake. In the chemical 
solvent process, dehulled, cracked, and 
flaked soybeans are combined with a vola
tile fat solvent such as hexane. The oil 
component dissolves into the solvent and 
separates from the flakes. Crude soybean 
oil is recovered by vaporization of the sol
vent. Flakes are treated to remove solvent 
traces and then processed into soybean 
meal or flour. The solvent procedure is 
usually more efficient in oil recovery, lower 
in per unit costs for larger mills, and more 
suitable to automation than older mechan
ical methods. 

Although the solvent process had been 
used in this country since the 1930's only 
~7 percent of the soybeans crushed in 1946 
was handled by this method. Mechanical
processing plants accounted for the bal
ance. By 1957 the solvent process ac
counted for 93 percent of all soybeans 
processed. The remaining 7 percent was 
processed by combined mechanical cotton
seed-soybean plants located primarily in 
southern states. The overwhelming. domi
nance of the solvent method continued 
through the 1960 marketing year. 

• See Appendix B for the method of computation and relevant data. Values in the diagram reflect 
changes in both prices and quantities. 

• The term "crushing" commonly refers to the processing operation regardless of the actual method 
used. 
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Theoretical Framework 
The interrelated economic forces influencing the pricing of soybeans and 

soybean products can be expressed in a static, theoretical frame
work. The previous lack of an explicit theoretica~ treat~en.t of these ~ela
tionships may be one reason that a comprehensive statistical analysis of 
soybean pricing has not been published. 

Previous Research 
The following is a brief discussion of 

previously published research directly re
lated to this report. It is not a complete 
compilation of all research in this area, 
but it is representative. 

Price Analysis 

In 1948 a bulletin by E. G. Strand, Bu
reau of Agricultural Economics, USDA, 
recognized the importance and potential 
of soybeans in the nation's agriculture. 
Portions dealing with price relationships 
emphasized costs and returns for soybeans 
relative to other crops in the Corn Belt. 
Relationships between prices of soybeans, 
corn, and other crops also were discussed. 
Estimates of future supply and demand 
conditions were made considering poten
tial expansion in meal and oil markets. 

One early price analysis effort on soy
beans and soybean products was published 
at Purdue University in 1949 by D. Paarl
berg. Correlation and regression analyses 
were used to explain variation in prices of 
soybeans, meal, and oil in terms of changes 
in prices and quantities of several related 
commodities and the general price level. 
The rapidly changing character of the in
dustry in the period studied made reliable 
estimates difficult to compute. 

In 1951 a study by G. L. Jordan of the 
University of Illinois recognized relation
ships between prices of meal and oil and 
the price of soybeans. Separate analyses of 
soybean meal and oil prices were made. A 
linear regression function to estimate the 
crushing and handling margin was used in 
predicting the farm level price of soybeans 
from the combined per bushel value of the 
meal and oil components. 

Factors affecting the price of soybean 
meal were studied by G. A. King (1958) 
as one part of an econometric analysis of 
all byproduct feeds. His report also con
sidered .price differences among oilseed 
meal prices by geographic region and 
method of processing. Another analysis of 
soybean meal prices used regression tech
niques employing data from the 1946-57 
period." Some examination of price rela
tionships between soybean meal and other 
feeds also was provided. 

Analysis of soybean oil pricing was inci
dental to a study of the demand for all 
food fats and oils made by S. J. Armore 
(1953). Although he emphasized the pric
ing of cottonseed oil, close relationships 
exist among the entire group of vegetable 
food fats and oils. The economic effects of 
an increase in the processing yield of soy
bean oil were studied by M. S. Simon in 
1953. One interesting feature concerned 
the relationship between the farm price of 
soybeans and the combined per bushel 
value of the meal and oil components. 

Some nonstatistical price analyses were 
published, mainly at the University of 
Illinois. Emphasis was on transportation 
economics, seasonal price variation, re
gional price clifferences, and local pricing, 
grading, handling, and processing opera
tions (Hedlund, 195.~; Hieronymus, June 
and August 1957; Paul, 1947; Wells, 1957; 
Juillerat, 1959). 

Other Economic Research 

Some research relating indirectly to the 
pricing of soybeans and soybean products 
was published (see Bibliography) . Topics 
include the capacity and location of the 
U. S. oilseed-crushing industry, the nature 

• "Factors Intluencing Soybean Meal Prices," The Feed Situation, AMS, USDA, July 1959, pp. 21-29. 
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of marketing margins for food fats and 
oils, costs and returns to growers from 
various soybean millsites, and location of 
storage facilities for fats and oils. 

Many market potential studies were 
published in recent years. They include 
analyses of the domestic market potential 
for fats, oils, and oilseed meals in a wide 
variety of uses. Foreign market studies 
analyzed potential overseas outlets for 
U.S. oilseeds, and oils. 

Tbe Framework 
The price-making forces in the market 

for U.S. soybeans and soybean products 
can be analyzed theoretically with the 
help of a set of simplifying assumptions. 
By abstracting from reality, important re
lationships can be examined even though 
the theoretical model is less complex than 
its real world counterpart. 

Assumptions 

The keystone of the theoretical analysis 
is the Marshallian idea of a joint product 
relationship. So it is assumed that soybean 
meal and crude soybean oil are: (l) ho
mogeneous joint products of domestic soy
bean processing, and (9!) obtained in the 
fixed proportions of lOA pounds of oil and 
47.8 pounds of meal per bushel.7 Similarly 
whole soybeans are assumed to be a homo
geneous commodity. 

The United States is considered as ~I 
single buying market for domestically pro
duced soybeans and soybean products. 
The same general factors are presumed to 
affect supply and demand throughout the 
country with imports being unimportant. 
Other important buying markets for soy
beans and soybean products are assumed 
to exist outside of the United States. These 
assumptions are not unrealistic since: (1) 
adequate transportation, storage, and han
dling facilities exist throughout most of 
the country, (:2) active futures markets 
function for soybeans, meal, and oil, and 

(3) market information is widely available. 
Domestic markets at wholesale and farm 

levels are presumed to consist of a number 
of profit-maximizing buyers and sellers 
who possess no perceptible individual mar
ket power. Farm and seaport prices for ex
port soybeans are assumed linked cv~;ccJ.ln 
so exporters react directly to changes in 
the farm price of soybeans. 

Commercial carryover of meal and oil 
from one marketing year to the next is 
assumed to result from "normal" inven
tory procedures rather than speculation in 
the value of warehouse stocks. The gov
ernment is presumed ready to support 
farm soybean prices at some predeter
mined level through a purchase and stor
age progra1n.8 

Finally, the theoretical variables con
sidered here are average marketing year 
prices and quantities. The theoretical func
tions are assumed continuous and differen
tiable (smooth) at all points. 

Symbols Used 
For convenience, the following symbols 

are used in the theoretical framework: 

Qm =Quantity of meal, in pounds. 

Pm =Price of soybean meal, in dollars per 
pound. 

Fm = External fa.ctors affecting the rela.·· 
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the derived demand func
tion for soybean meal at the proc
essing level. 

Q" =Quantity of soybean oil, in pounds. 

Po =Price or soybean oil, in dollars per 
pound. 

Fo =External factors affecting the rela
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the derived demand func
tion for soybean oil at the proc
essing level. 

R,, = A vera.ge revenue per bushel of proc
essed soybeans obtained by the 

7 Alfred Marshall, Principles of Econom.ics, Macmillan and Co., Eighth Edition, reprinted 1956, pp. 
321-323, fn. 2, p. 322, and Mathematical Note XVIII. Marshall defines joint products as, "things [com
modities] which cannot easily be produced separately; hut are joined in a common origin, .. , such 
as beef and hides, or wheat and straw." In this case the joint products are oil and meal and com
modity of common origin is whole soybeans. Although yields of meal and oil per bushel of soybeans 
vary from year to year and even from day to day, the 1946-60 average yields were selected as tech
nological constants. Appendix C provides some statistical analyses of factors affecting meal and oil yields. 

8 The government also influences soybean prices through its export·expanding P, L. 480 program for 
vegetable oils. This influence is recognized in the formulation of the demand function for soybea.n oiL 
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processor at the wholesale level 
from the sale of the resulting meal 
and oil, in dollars per bushel. 

Qbc = Quantity of soybeans processed m 
the United States, in bushels. 

M = Processing and handling margin or 
spread, in dollars per bushel. 

F" =External factors affecting the rela
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the processing and han
dling margin function. 

P"• =Farm level price of soybeans pur
chased for crushing, in dollars per 
bushel. 

Pbex =Farm level price of soybeans pur
chased for export, in dollars per 
bushel. 

Q,ox = Quantity of soybeans purchased for 
export, in bushels. 

F ex = External factors affecting the rela
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the derived farm level de
mand for soybeans for export. 

Q", =Quantity of soybeans for commer
cial storage, in bushels. 

Pb, =Price of soybeans purchased for 
storage, in dollars per bushel. 

F, = External factors afFecting the rela
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the farm level demand 
function for soybeans for commer
cial carryout stocks. 

P"• =Annual price support level for soy
beans, in dollars per bushel. 

Q,. =Quantity of soybeans held by the 
government at the end of the mar
keting year, in bushels. 

P, =Average annual price at the farm 
level for soybeans, in dollars per 
bushel. 

Q,, = Total quantity of soybeans, in bush
els. 

F "' = External factors affecting the rela
tive position, in price-quantity 
space, of the primary or farm level 
supply of soybeans. 

In the following discussion, superscripts 
s and d indicate "supplied" and "demand
ed." 

Demand for Soybean Meal 

The demand for soybean meal faced by 
processors is the sum of several derived 
demand functions.• It includes the derived 
demands for: (1) soybean meal for manu
factured and farm-mixed livestock feeds, 
and (2) soy flour for adhesives, fertilizers, 
and food products. The export demand for 
soybean meal and soy flour is added to 
these domestic derived demand functions. 

The total derived wholesale demand for 
soybean meal is represented by Dm in fig
ure 3 (a). Its relative position in price
quantity space depends upon factors af
fecting the relative position of each de
rived demand function. These factors, F m, 

include trends in the use of mixed feeds, 
numbers and prices of livestock and live
stock products, price and quantity rela
tionships among other high protein feeds, 
consumer incomes and preferences, etc. 
This total derived demand relation is writ-
ten as: 

(1) 

If the various demand functions dis
cussed are negatively sloped and the sup
ply functions positively sloped, the ge
ometry of figure 3 is appropriate. 

Demand for Soybean Oil 

The demand for soybean oil faced by 
processors is also the sum of several de
rived demand functions. It includes the 
derived demand for crude soybean oil by 
refiners who in turn supply manufacturers 
of shortening, margarine, and other oil
using foods. Also included are derived de
mand functions of industrial users of soy
bean oil and the byproducts of refining 
and degumming processes. To these is 
added the demand function of exporters 
who ship soybean oil through normal 
channels or under a government program 
such as P.L. 480. 

The total derived wholesale demand for 

• The concept of derived demand is also treated by Marshall, op. cit., pp. 317-318, and Mathe
matical Note XIV. 

to The letter f in this expression indicates a functional relationship between variables. The letters 
g, h, j, etc. appearing subsequently have a similar meaning. 
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Fig. 3. Soybeans and soybean products: demand and supply diagrams illustrating simul
taneous price and quantity determination. 
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of the sum of the derived demands for 

exportJ and eo1nrnercial and 
government storage. The demand for soy
beans in other whole-bean uses is a 

constant amount. 

l'!II=j 

It is shown in 
function. 

The 

farm 

as an increasing 

processors 

11 The asterisk indicates the sa1ne functional :n~lationship but a dUfer,ant arrangement of va.Jriableg. 
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would have to pay for various quantities 
of beans is the difference between their 
average revenue from meal and oil sales 
and the crushing and handling margin at 
these quantities. In algebraic form: 

Pbc =R"- M (15) 

Equation (15) represents the demand 
by processors for soybeans, or D". in fig
ure 3 (d). At each quantity the vertical 
distance between R" and D". equals M. 
Since merchandising and handling charges 
between the farm and processors are in
cluded in the crushing and handling mar
gin, Dbc is the farm level demand for soy
beans for processing. 

Demand for Export- The demand by 
exporters for domestic soybeans is illus
trated as Dbex in figure 3 (e). Its relative 
position in price-quantity space is deter
mined by factors such as: world produc
tion and prices of competing fats, oils, and 
oilseeds; foreign consumers' incomes and 
preferences; and trends in feeding prac
tices and animal numbers. 

The farm level demand for soybeans for 
export is written as: 

d 

Qbex=m (Pbex,Fex) (16) 

Demand for Storage- The demand for 
soybeans for commercial storage can be 
expressed in a similar fashion. It is shown 
as D". in figure 3 (f) and written as: 

d 

Qb. = n (P"" F.) (17) 

This function represents the total de
mand for commercial carryover stocks, al
though in any one marketing year a net 
movement of soybeans out of storage 
might occur. The total amount of soybeans 
in storage at the start of a marketing year 
is considered part of that year's total sup
ply. Factors affecting the relative position 
of this function in price-quantity space in
clude storage rates, stocks of other com
modities, and anticipations of future price 
relationships. 

Government Demand- The govern-

ment demand for beans for price support 
purpose is a perfectly elastic function at 
the support rate, r, (figure 3 (g)) where: 

(18) 

The amount of soybeans held by the 
government at the end of a marketing 
year, Q""' is the amount supplied by farm
ers minus the amount demanded by com
mercial users at the prevailing price which 
can be no lower than r. The government 
accumulates stocks if the price reaches the 
support level.12 In this case no restrictions 
on production or marketing are imposed. 

Total Farm Level Demand- The hori
zontal sum of these four demand functions 
in a given marketing year is the total farm 
level demand for soybeans, shown as D"' 
in figure 3 (g) . This function is negatively 
sloped at prices above the support level 
and perfectly horizontal at the support 
level. At each price: 

d d d d d 

Qbt = Qbc + Qbex + Qbs + Qbg (19) 

Supply of Soybeans 

The primary supply of soybeans orrgi
nates at the farm level. Production deci
sions, in terms of acreage planted, are 
made during the previous marketing year. 
They depend upon factors such as farm
ers' expectations of price relationships 
among crop and livestock enterprises, pro
duction costs, and government programs. 
Therefore, the commercial soybean supply 
is probably quite inelastic with respect to 
current price. 

Besides acreage, production depends on 
yields per acre. Consequently, the relative 
position of the total supply function is in
fluenced by weather, insects, disease, tech
nology, etc., and also by the size of the 
pr,evious year's carryover. 

Some elasticity or slope in the primary 
supply function for a marketing year may 
exist since low soybean prices might induce 
farmers to plow under some acreage, use 
whole soybeans as feed, and otherwise 
withhold part of the crop from commer-

l.2 Actually, small seasonal and regional price differences may result in accumulation of government 
stocks even though the average market price is above the support level. Heavy seasonal marketings, 
limited storage space, or quality restrictions on beans eligible for support could result in average 
market prices slightly lower than the support rate. 
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cial channels. But higher market prices 
discourage on-farm utilization and moti
vate careful harvesting and handling pro
cedures. 

The total primary supply of soybeans is 
shown in figure S (g) as s.,. Its functional 
form is: 

(20) 

Price and Quantity Determination 

The intersection of D., and S., in figure 
S (g) produces a theoretical marketing 
year price and quantity equilibrium for 
soybeans at P. and Q •. 13 If S., intersects 
D., to the right of point k on the quantity 
axis, government purchases for storage 
amount to the quantity of beans between 
that intersection and k. Then the support 
rate is the effective market price. The 
equilibrium price P. rations the equili
brium quantity among the various de
mands (figure S (d), S (e), and S (f) ) . 
Therefore: 

Qbt = Qbc + Qbex + Q., + Qbg (21) 

so that: 

P. = P., = P •• x = P., ~ r (2.2) 

The price P. determines the annual 
crush of beans, Q.,. This in turn deter
mines both the crushing and handling 
margin, M, and the average revenue from 
processed products, R. (figure S (c) and 
S (d)). Thus: 

(23) 

Since soy beans con vert in to fixed 
amounts of meal and oil, outputs of meal, 
Qm, and oil, (t, are determined. In the ab
sence of carryover stocks of meal and oil, 
their marketing year supply functions are 
completely price inelastic at Qm and Q0 , 

Equilibrium prices for these commodities 
are established along their individual de
mand functions at P:, and :P, (figure S (a) 
and S (b)). 

The Theoretical Framework as a Pre
dictive Device 

This theoretical framework can be used 

to trace marketwide repercussions of spe
cific changes or shifts in one or more sec
tors of the soybean economy. In reality, 
changes do not occur in isolation as dis
cussed here. Nor do they necessarily occur 
instantaneously as suggested by this for
mulation. Institutional and dynamic fea
tures of the actual market, not accounted 
for in this framework, might modify and 
obscure changes and adjustments indi
cated by the theory. 

Observed fluctuations in actual prices 
and outputs are net results of continual 
changes and shifts in each sector. How
ever, by assuming that: (I) the general 
nature of the system is reflected in the 
theoretical framework, and (2) supply and 
demand functions have their usual char
acteristics, the direction of influence of 
specified changes can be traced even 
though exact functions are not known. 
Analysis of this kind is facilitated by the 
geometry of figure S. 

Change in Product Demand- Consider 
an increase (shift to the right) in the 
derived demand for soybean meal, Dm. 
This shift could be caused, for example, 
by an increased demand for livestock and 
livestock products. Assume that all other 
functions in the system remain constant. 
This increased demand for meal produces 
a shift to the right in the R. function of 
figure S (d) . Since the margin function 
-remains the same, the demand for beans 
for processing also shifts to the right. With 
no change in export or storage demand, 
this shift in the processing demand for 
soybeans moves the total farm level de
mand function, D.,, to the right. This 
tends to increase both the farm level price 
of soybeans and, if there is any slope or 
elasticity in the total farm level supply 
function, the total amount supplied. If no 
government stocks are sold out of storage, 
the price of soybeans rises. 

With an increase in price, the amount 
of soybeans exported and held for storage 
declines. Since the amount of beans sup
plied does not fall, the amount processed 
must increase. Increased processing in-

13 The bar above a symbol indicates an equilibrium value for that variable. 
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creases the amounts supplied of meal and 
oil. This causes· the oil price to fall since, 
in this case, demand is assumed constant. 
If the margin function is positively sloped 
or constant, the meal price increases. But 
if the margin function slope in the relevant 
area is negative and either the export or 
storage demand function is quite elastic 
with respect to price, the price of meal 
may fall. In this case the increase in the 
quantity of beans crushed overrides the 
original increase in demand for meal and 
causes the meal price to fall." 

Now assume that the support price for 
soybeans is the effective price originally 
and that increases in the total farm level 
demand measured at the support price 
does not exceed salable government hold
ings of beans. Also assume that the gov
ernment is willing to buy and sell stocks 
at the support rate. Soybean prices do not 
rise although government stocks fall. No 
change occurs in amounts demanded for 
commercial storage or for export, but the 
amount processed increases with the shift 
in processing demand. The increase in 
crushing equals the decline in government 
stocks. Changes in the prices of meal and 
oil are as outlined above. 

A similar but opposite argument applies 
for a decline (shift to the left) in the meal 
demand. Likewise, an increase or a de
crease in the oil demand, D., caused by 
changes in P.L. 480 activity, for example, 
has the same general influence on the sys
tem as similar changes in the meal de
mand. 

Change in Export or Storage Demand
Assume that increased willingness of world 
markets to purchase U.S. soybeans causes 
an increase (shift to the right) in the de
mand for soybeans for export, Dbex· If all 
other functions in the system remain the 
same, the total farm level demand for soy
beans shifts to the right. If government 
stocks are not sold, the farm price of soy
beans rises. 

As the price of soybeans increases, the 
amounts demanded for crushing and com
mercial storage fall. A decline in soybean 

processing causes increases in meal and oil 
prices as the amount of these products 
supplied falls. The processing and handling 
margin either rises or falls, depending upon 
the slope of the function. The drop in 
crushing and storage by commercial firms 
insures an increase in exports since the 
total amount of soybeans supplied for all 
purposes either increases or remains the 
same. 

Now assume that the support price for 
beans is the effective price originally and 
the increase in total farm level demand, 
measured at the support price, does not 
exceed salable government stocks. No 
other prices or quantities in the system 
change. However, the amount of soybeans 
demanded for export increases by the same 
amount as the horizontal shift in the ex
port demand schedule measured at the 
support price. Government stocks decline 
by an equal amount. 

A similar but opposite argument follows 
if a decline (shift to the left) in the export 
demand function is assumed. The analysis 
is similar when the storage demand for 
beans, Db, shifts either to the right or to 
the left. 

Change in Margin Function- Consider 
an increase (shift upward) in the margin 
function, M, caused, for example, by an 
overall increase in costs of handling or 
processing soybeans. Assume that no other 
changes occur. Since the derived demands 
for meal and oil are not affected, the in
creased margin shifts the demand for soy
beans for processing downward (to the 
left) . This is translated into a decreased 
total demand for soybeans. The farm price 
of soybeans declines unless the support 
level is already the effective price. The 
decline in the price of beans increases the 
amounts demanded for export and stor
age. 

Since the amount of soybeans supplied 
either decreases or remains constant, the 
amount demanded for processing falls. A 
decline in processing results in lower pro
duction of oil and meal which, in turn, 
produces higher prices for these products. 

u Empirical estimates indicate that the actual slope of the margin function is not negative. 
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The margin itself may increase or decrease, 
depending upon the slope of the function 
and the extent of the shift. 

If soybean prices are already at the sup
port an increase in the margin func-
tion results in decreased and in-
creased meal and oil and 
storage sectors are unaffected since the 
farm price of beans does not change. How

stocks increase. 
analysis is 

function declines 
due to some cost-re
in processing or han-

Cha:rngc in Supply of Soybeans-

pose that a decline to the left) 
the supply S,,, occurs at the farm 
level due to an effective supply control 

H no other occur and 

decreases m 

in price increases for these 
eommodities. 

Assume that the support rate is the ef-
fective of initially and the 
farm decrease 1s not sufficient to 
exhaust govei'nment holdings and 
a increase. The effect of 
ply reduction 1s 

of the govern-
menL 

An increase 
function has 

Chal!llge nn Price Suppolt'lt :Levei -·Con-
sider an incn~ase .in the support level 
with no other changes in the sys-
tem. If the increased level 
the new support rate the 
equilibrium price, the new support rate be
emnes the effective farm price of ·"'vn,c-l'l.n., 

Amounts exported, and stored 
by commercial firms decline. Prices of 
meal and oil increase. The total amount of 

constant, 
total su 

supplied increases or remains 
on the o:f the 

the 

18 

the federal government 
purposes mereases, 

the increase in the support 
price is not sufficient to bring the support 
rate above the original equilibrium price, 
the change has no measurable effect in this 
theoretical formulation. If the 
price is the effective market price 
a downward in the support 
rate lowers the market of 
This price decline tends to increase proc

exports, and commercial storage. 
production of meal and oil 

lowers their prices. GoveTnment stocks 
decline as utilization in other outlets in-
creases. 

Other Changes- The impact 
can be evaluated with 

of other 

or mathematical 
retical 

or 
simultaneous 

caused 
gTams. 

of other 
in the slope 

more functions, 
shifts in two or nwre func

in the system 

A theoretical system of this kind can 
the influence direction of 

The actual or even rela-
of and 

cannot be detennined unless ac
tual or relative values of the relevant 
parameters are known or assumed. 

The T!tH'OOtry ani! Actud 

This :framework's 
tual market 
of the basic 
can be challenged to some extent. But if 
the are considered 

results of simultaneous shifts and changes 
in the various sectors of figure 3. 
4,, 5, and 6 indicate the behavior of these 
variables in the 1946-6() 

The substantial. mcrease in amounts 
and the 

the 
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support level in the late 1946-60 period 
(figure 5) suggest that the total farm level 
supply drifted to the right more rapidly 
than did total demand. Increases in the 
supply function can be attributed to the 
development of yielding 
application of improved production tech-

and low prices and average restric
tions on other cash crops, especially corn, 
cotton, and oats. 

Expansion in the farm level demand oc
curred primarily because of increased for-

demand for whole and in-
creased domestic-processing demand, es
pecially for meal in livestock feeds 
and soybean oil in food and ex-

port. Downward shifts in the margin func
tion due to increased efficiency in oil ex
traction techniques also contributed to 
growth of the processing demand in the 
late 1940's and 1950's (figure 5). 

Reasonably meal prices ·in the 
1946-60 period that the meal de-
mand increased at the same rate as 
the amount of soybeans (figure 
6) . But the behavior of prices indicates 
that the oil supply grew faster than de
mand, particularly in the earlier portion 
of the period. Soybean oil prices probably 
would have been weaker in the 1955-60 
period without large P.L. 480 exports of 

and cottonseed oils. 

fig, 1), Average whoies!llie pri~es of soybean me!)ll and ~a deflated by whclese~le pwice 
ino:lex, m1nke'ling :year d!:lta, 1946-611:1, 
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1,he Statistical Model 
The Soybean Market and the Model 

With a few modifications the theoretical framework was used as the 
basis for an eight-equation model of the soybean market. The theo

retical framework suggests several key functions which characterize the 
major price-determining forces m the soybean markeL 

These functions are: 15 

L Demand for soybean meal. o 0 ••••• 0 •• 

d 

Pm=f"- (Qbo,Ym,Fm) 

2. Demand for soybean oil .. o •••• 

d 

Po=g" (Q,,,Yo,Fo) 

3. Relationship of soybean meal and oil 
prices to the value of processed beans. 

Rb = (47.8) · Pm + (10.4) ·Po 

4. Crushing and handling margin ...... . 

M = j (Q:" Fp) 

.5. Relationship of soybean prices to the 
value of processed beans ...... 0 •••••• 

P"=R"-JVI 

6. Export demand for soybeans ........ . ,, 
Qbex = m (P", Fex) 

7. Commercial storage demand for soy-
beans ... o •••••• o •• o •••••• 0 o 0 •••••• 

d 

Q", = n (P", F,) 

8. Price support level .. o o •••••••• 0 •••• 0 

P".=r 

9o Total supply of soybeans ........... . 

Q"' = t (Pb, F,,) 

These nine theoretical functions indicate 
the nature of a statistical model. They 
also suggest a diagrammatic representation 
of the major economic and technical rela
tionships in the soybean market (figure 
7) . In addition to typical demand and 

supply diagrams, figures of this kind are 
extremely useful in visualizing the overall 
market nature for a commodity or group 
of commodities. As R J. Foote (1958) 
pointed out, these diagrams: (l) help the 
investigator think through the basic fac
tors and relationships involved, (2) aid 
in preparing a logical writeup of the in
dustry's economic structure, and (3) assist 
the reader in following fairly complex rela
tionships and discussions. 

The Variables 
Eight variables are jointly determined 

within this particular model. These are 
marketing year averages of Pm, Po, M, P", 
R", Q""' Qbex. and Q,,. The terms Fm, F, 
Fv, F,., F, and Fb, in the functional rela
tionships represent combinations of exter
nal or predetermined variables. Predeter
mined variables affect the jointly deter
mined variables but are not influenced in 
return by them.16 The measurable pre
determined variables were assumed to in
fluence the jointly determined variables in 
a linear fashion. Other nonmeasured, un
specified variables were assumed to affect 
the system in a random fashion. 

The following is a complete listing and 
definition of the 19 variables appearing in 
the model. There are 8 jointly determined 
variables and 11 predetermined variables. 
All variables are October-September mar
keting year averages or totals. 

The jointly determined variables are: 

Y1 = P m = Price in cents per pound of 
soybean meal, bulk Decatur, 

16 These are equations (4), (5), (3), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18), and (20), respectively, from the 
theoretical framework. See page 11 for symbol definitions. Subscripts on various prices for soybeans 
were dropped since only one price was assumed to prevail in all outlets. 

16 This distinction may be somewhat artificial in economic systems since every variable probably 
affects every other variable. However, many economic variables influencing a particular sector are 
negligibly affected in return. 



Fig. 7. Simplified demand and price structure for soybeans and soybean products. 
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quoted as 41-percent protein 
prior to July 1950 and 44-per
cent protein beginning July 
1950, deflated by U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics Wholesale 
Price Index. 

Yz =Po =Price in cents per pound of 
crude soybean oil in tank cars, 
f.o.b. Midwestern mills, de
flated by U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics Wholesale Price In
dex. 

y 3 = P" = Price in dollars per bushel of 
soybeans received by U.S. 
farmers, deflated by U.S. Bu
reau of Labor Statistics Whole
sale Price Index. Average 
prices by states were weighted 
by sales. 

Y• = M = Crushing and handling margin 
or spread, in dollars per bushel, 
con{puted yearly from the fol
lowing relationship: 
M = (0.478) · Pm + (0.104) ·Po
Pb. 

y, = Qbc =Total marketing year volume 
of soybeans processed in the 
United States, in million bush
els. 

y6 = Qbcx =Total marketing year volume 
of soybeans exported as beans 
from the United States, in mil
lion bushels. 

y7 =Q,, =September 30 commercial 
stocks of soybeans in all posi
tions including Commodity 
Credit Corporation reseal, in 
million bushels. 

y, = .Rt =Average revenue per bushel of 
processed soybeans, in dollars 
per bushel, computed yearly 
from the following relationship: 
Ys = (0.478) 'y, + (0.104) • Yz· 

Predetermined variables are: 

Z1 =U.S. formula feed production, in mil
lion tons, compiled from annual data 
published the American Feed 

Manufacturers Association and ad
justed to the October-September mar
keting year.17 

Z2 =Quantity of high protein feed avail
able for feeding, excluding soybean 
meal, in million tons. 

Z3 =USDA index of prices received by 
U.S. farmers for livestock and live
stock products divided by the index 
of prices received by U.S. farmers for 
all crops, multiplied 100. 

z, =Production plus October 1 stocks of 
vegetable food fats and oils excluding 
soybean oil, butter, and lard less P.J1. 
480 shipments of cottonseed and soy
bean oil, in billion pounds. 

z, = Production plus October l stocks of 
butter and lard, in billion pounds. 

z6 =Actual per capita personal disposable 
annual income, deflated by U.S. Bu
reau of Labor Statistics Consumer 
Price Index and adjusted to October-
September year, in thousand dollars, 

z7 =Natural logarithm of time with origin 
at 1946. 

z8 = Annual world production of fats and 
oils less U.S. production adjusted to 
October-September year, in million 
tons. 

z8 =USDA August 1 estimates of "new 
crop" soybean production, in million 
bushels. 

z10 =Total commercial supply of soybeans 
-production plus October 1 stocks 
less feed, seed, residual, and ending 
government stocks, in million bushels. 

z11 =Linear trend (19,16 = 1, 1947 =£,etc.). 

In addition, average meal and oil yields 
per bushel of processed soybeans were set 
at 47.8 and 10.4 pounds per bushel, re
spectively. 

The Sample Period and Data 

The sample period included the 15 mar
keting years beginning with October 1946 
and ending September 1961. The structure 
of the soybean market was presumed con
stant in this period. That is, it was as-

' 7 There is little seasonality in formula feed production. So the adjustment of annual data to 
October-September marketing year data was made by adding one-fourth of the current calendar 
year's production to the three-fourths of the following- calendar year's production. 



Table 4. Jointly determined variables: marketing year data used in the eight-equation model of the U.S. soybean market, 1946-60 

Year 
beginning Y1*t y2*t y3*t y,tt yott yatt Yt ys 
October 1 (Pm) (Po) (Pb) (M) (Qbc) (Qbex) (Qbs) (Rb) 

cents per pound dollars per bushel million bushels dollars per bushel 

1946 ............... 3.80 24.9 2.74 1.67 170.2 3.9 5.4 4.41 
1947 ............... 3.94 23.0 3.22 1.06 158.9 3.0 2.6 4.28 
1948 ............... 3.26 13.0 2.25 0.66 183.2 23.0 3.2 2.91 
1949 ............... 3.21 12.3 2.15 0.66 196.6 13.1 2.9 2.81 
1950 ............... 2.82 15.9 2.17 0.83 250.5 27.8 4.2 3.00 

«:> 1951 ............... 3.66 10.1 2.43 0.37 242.4 17.0 3.6 2.80 ,... 
1952 ............... 3.37 12.0 2.70 0.16 234.4 31.9 8.2 2.86 
1953 ............... 3.53 12.2 2.46 0.50 213.2 39.7 1.3 2.96 
1954 ............... 2.75 10.8 2.23 0.21 249.0 60.5 3.3 2.44 
1955 ............... 2.32 11.1 1.96 0.30 283.1 67.2 3.7 2.26 
1956 ............... 2.02 10.8 1.86 0.23 321.0 84.9 4.7 2.09 
1957 ...•........... 2.24 9.1 1.74 0.28 353.8 85.5 7.2 2.02 
1958 ............... 2.33 8.0 1.67 0.28 401.2 110.1 17.9 1.95 
1959 ............... 2.33 7.0 1.64 0.20 393.4 141.4 14.2 1.84 
1960 ............... 2.54 9.5 1.79 0.41 401.5 130.1 6.0 2.20 

*Soybean Bluebook- 1962, American Soybean Association (data compiled from USDA sources). 
t Deflated by Wholesale Price Index of all commodities, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. 

tt Official figures, Grain Division, Program Analysis Branch, ASCS, USDA. 



Table 5. Predetermined variables: marketing year data used in the eight-equation model of the U.S. soybean market, 1946-60 

Year 
beginning 
October I Zl* Z2t Z3* z4++ Z5++ Z6+ Z7 zs** zox ZtOXX zn 

million tons percent billion pounds thousand dollars million tons million bushels 

1946 ....... 25.9 4.8 112 3.000 4.169 1.268 0 14.964 181 179.5 1 
1947 ....... 25.6 5.3 118 3.195 3.991 1.251 0.642 16.288 205 164.5 2 
1948 ....... 27.8 5.6 124 2.739 4.347 1.251 1.099 16.881 202 209.4 3 
1949 ....... 29.0 5.9 121 2.773 4.547 1.311 1.386 17.722 271 212.6 4 
1950 ....... 31.9 5.8 126 2.155 4.599 1.328 1.609 18.213 273 282.5 5 
1951 ....... 34.0 6.2 118 2.720 4.465 1.336 1.792 19.002 264 263.0 6 
1952 ....... 33.9 6.0 110 3.049 4.341 1.372 1.946 19.111 295 274.5 7 
1953 ....... 34.7 6.7 106 4.060 4.261 1.380 2.079 20.046 304 254.2 8 

~ 1954 ....... 34.0 6.2 98 3.337 4.635 1.432 2.197 20.197 388 312.8 9 
<:>-. 1955 ....... 35.2 6.6 95 2.641 4.785 1.486 2.303 20.787 462 354.0 10 

1956 ....... 35.9 6.2 100 2.397 4.354 1.501 2.398 22.045 459 410.6 11 
1957 ....... 39.0 5.9 116 1.959 4.139 1.484 2.485 22.475 536 446.5 12 
1958 ....... 40.0 6.2 118 2.034 4.284 1.517 2.565 22.931 531 529.2 13 
1959 ....... 39.6 6.4 113 2.510 4.347 1.537 2.639 22.968 548 549.0 14 
1960 ....... 41.6 6.7 112 2.827 4.211 1.549 2.708 23.541 683 537.6 15 

* Derived from calendar year data published by American Feed Manufacturers Association. 
t Feed Situation, AMS and ERS, USDA (published bimonthly). * Agricultural Prices, Statistical Reporting Service, Crop Reporting Board, USDA (published monthly). 

++Fats and Oils Situation, AMS and ERS, USDA (published bimonthly) and A. Banna, 1954, Oilseeds, Fats and Oils, and Their Products- !909-!953, Statistical 
Bulletin No. 146, AMS, USDA. 

+ Working Data for Demand Analysis, 1961 revision, ERS, USDA, p. 3. 
**Computed from data supplied by Fats and Oils Division, Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA. 

x August I estimates of new crop production as published in Fats and Oils Situation, AMS and ERS, USDA. 
xx Official figures, Grain Division, Program Analysis Branch, ASCS, USDA. 



sumed that the true relationships and 
parameters which underlie and fully deter
mine the operation of this sector remained 
the same throughout the 1946-60 period. 
In particular, actual and potential be
havior patterns of buyers and sellers of 
soybeans and soybean products were as
sumed constant even though processing 
technology changed greatly. Similarly, it 
was assumed that soybeans and soybean 
products were marketed and handled 
under relatively constant institutional ar
rangements. 

Each of the 15 observations on the 19 
variables for this period is given in tables 
4 and 5. The source of each series is indi
cated by a tabular footnote. 

The Model 
A statistical model specifies all of the 

a priori knowledge about the operation of 
a market or a sector recognized by the in
vestigator. Typically, a model sets forth 
the investigator's assumptions about the 
form of equations, variables occurring in 
each equation, the class of distributions 
from which disturbances arise, and other 
restrictions that are imposed (Koopmans 
and Hood, 195~) . 

Specifically, this model was presumed 
linear in actual numbers. Linearity in cer
tain definitional identities required this 
restriction. This assumption violated the 
traditional homogeneity conditions of eco
nomic theory by asserting linear demand 
relationships. But the model was formu
lated at wholesale and farm levels of mar
keting, so linear approximations to the 
theoretical functions were presumed ade
quate. 

The total soybean supply was assumed 
fixed for a given marl\;eting year at total 
production plus available stocks less the 
relatively constant amount retained for 
se~Jd, on-farm feed, and other whole bean 
uses. Thus, the marketing year supply of 

soybeans was completely price inelastic in 
this particular formulation. In addition, 
the total soybean supply was adjusted by 
subtracting year-end carryout of govern
ment stocks for years that these stocks 
were significant (i.e., 1952, 1954, 1956-59). 
This adjustment simulated free market 
operation in years when the support price 
was, in fact, the effective market price.18 

The basic model for any given market
ing year includes five stochastic equations 
and three definitional identities. The five 
stochastic equations are: 

Y1 =Co+ C1Ys + c,z1 + c.z. + c,z. + U1 
(1.1) 

Y• =do+ d1Yo + d.z. + dazo + d,z6 + u2 

(~.1) 

Y• =eo+ e1ys + e.z7 +Us (3.1) 

y.=go+gly.+g.z.+u, (4.1) 

Y7 = ho + h1Ya + h.z. + haZ10 +Us (5.1) 

The identities are: 

Y• = Ys- Y• (6.1) 

Ys = (0.478) Y1 + (0.104) y219 (7.1) 

Zlo=y.+y.+y7 (8.1) 

Since there are eight jointly determined 
variables and eight equations for each 
marketing year, this is a "complete" sys
tem.20 The actual but unknown values of 
the c's, d's, e's, g's, and h's are structural 
parameters. The u's are disturbances and 
reflect the random influence of all other 
unspecified variables on individual equa
tions. 

Although actual values of these para
meters and disturbances are unknown, dis
turbances were assumed to be: (I) jointly 
normally distributed with zero means and 
a nonsingular covariance matrix, (~) sta
tistically independent from observation to 
observation, and (3) statistically inde
pendent of each z (Koopmans and Hood, 
195~). 

Specification of the predetermined vari-

18 It was assumed that if total marketing year supplies had been smaller by the amount of the 
government carryover, the open market price would have been the same as the price which actually 
prevailed in conjunction with support operations. 

1• The constants for yields were written as 0.478 for meal and 0.104 for oil since y1 and Y• were 
expressed in cents per pound and ys was expressed in dollars per bushel. 

20 If actual values are assigned to the c's, d's, e's, g's, h's, and u's, simultaneous solution of the 
eight equations using observations on the z's for a given marketing year produces a unique solution 
for each of the y's- providing that the assignment of values does not produce one or more equations 
which are linear combinations of the others. 



abies in each equation was based on eco
nomic theory, previous research of others, 
and preliminary analyses. In some in
stances the designation was rather arbi
trary. The following sections discuss each 
equation separately. 

Demand for Meal- Although other 
substitutable high protein feeds are avail
able, G. A. King {1958) indicated that 
soybean meal can be considered a distinct 
commodity. Differences in physical and 
nutritional characteristics as well as re
gional consumption differences among oil
seed meals suggest the existence of a sep
arate demand function for soybean meal. 

King measured the demand for soybean 
meal in both the 1930-41 period and the 
1930-41 plus 1946-54 period. He expressed 
the price of soybean meal as a logarithmic 
function of: the quantity fed, the quantity 
of other high protein feeds fed, the supply 
of feed grains, the price index of livestock 
and livestock products, and numbers of 
grain-consuming animal units on farms. 

Another USDA analysis of soybean meal 
prices for the 1946-57 period utiliz;ed simi
lar variables but specified linear equations 
in actual numbers.21 In this formulation 
the price of soybean meal was expressed 
as a function of several combinations of 
the following variables: the supply of soy
bean meal, supplies of other high protein 
feeds, price of livestock and livestock 
products, formula feed production, and 
numbers of high protein-consuming animal 
units. 

Considering results of both studies 
along with other work, the basic demand 
equation for soybean meal for this model 
was formulated as: 

Yh Ys; zl, z2, Za22 

The quantity of soybeans crushed, a 
jointly determined variable, was used as 
an indicator of the meal supply. (In the 
1946-60 period more than 99 percent of 
the variation in marketing year supplies 
of meal was associated with variation in 

the quantity of soybeans crushed.) The 
ratio of the livestock and crop price in
dexes was used to indicate the relative 
price of livestock and livestock products 
with respect to the price of alternative 
crop enterprises. Equation {1.1) expresses 
this formulation as a linear function in 
actual numbers. 

Demand for Oil- A demand function 
for soybean oil is difficult to define. Soy
bean oil belongs to the closely related 
group of vegetable food fats and oils which 
S. J. Armore {1953) suggested should be 
treated as a single commodity for statisti
cal purposes. Because they are highly sub
stitutable with each other in many prod
ucts, their wholesale prices are closely re
lated. Prices of soybean oil and cotton
seed oil, major components of this group, 
are correlated almost perfectly over time."" 
{In the 1930-60 period, 99 percent of the 
variation in soybean oil prices was associ
ated with changes in cottonseed oil prices.) 
Consequently, the price of each of these 
two oils was related closely to the whole
sale price index of all vegetable food fats 
and oils; together they comprised a pre
dominant portion of the index. (In the 
1946-60 period, 99 percent of the variation 
in soybean oil prices was associated with 
variations in the wholesale price index of 
vegetable food fats and oils.) 

Armore's {1953) demand function for 
food fats and oils for the 1922-42 plus 
1947-51 period expressed the price index 
of all vegetable food fats and oils as a 
logarithmic function of the per capita sup
ply of these oils, the per capita supply of 
lard, and personal disposable income. 

Since soybean oil prices are correlated 
closely with the wholesale price index of 
vegetable food fats and oils, it was as
sumed that little error would result if the 
index was replaced with the soybean oil 
price. The total supply of vegetable food 
fats and oils was separated into: {1) the 
supply of soybean oil, and {2) the supply 
of other fats and oils. The annual supply 

21 Feed Situation, AMS, USDA, July 1959, pp. 21-29. 
22 This notation corresponds to that used by R. J. Foote, Analytical Tools for Studying Demand 

and Price Structures, pp. 11-13. Variables on the left of the semicolon are jointly determined; those 
on the right are predetermined. Read commas as "and" and semicolons as "appear in relation with." 

23 Fats and Oils Situation, ERS, USDA, August 1961, p. 80. 



of soybean oil is almost entirely a func
tion of soybeans crushed. So the actual 
volume of soybeans processed was used as 
an indicator of the soybean oil supply. (In 
the 1946-60 period, 99 percent of the vari
ation of marketing year supplies of soy
bean oil was associated with variation in 
the yearly crush of soybeans.) 

The soybean oil demand for this model 
was formulated as: 

Expressing this as a linear function yields 
equation (~.1). 

Because of the close relationship be
tween soybean oil and other vegetable 
food fats and oils, the parameters of (~.1) 
were subject to the restriction that: 

dl = (0.0104) d, 

This restriction recognizes that soybean 
oil and other vegetable food fats and oils 
should be considered a single commodity 
in statistical analyses. In addition, P .L. 
480 exports of edible fats and oils (soy
bean and cottonseed) were subtracted 
from the total supply of vegetable food 
fats and qils. The remainder represents the 
total supply available to refining and ex
porting firms for commercial use. 

Crushing and Handling Margin- The 
aggregate crushing and handling margin or 
spread was defined as the difference be
tween the average revenue per bushel of 
processed soybeans and the average price 
of beans received by farmers. Identities 
(6.1) and (7.1) indicate this. 

This margin is not necessarily the actual 
crushing and handling margin obtained by 
any one firm or group of firms in a given 
year. Costs and revenues vary from plant 
to plant because of differences in equip
ment, location, integration of other han
dling and processing functions, and man
agerial ability. In addition, futures market 
operations and sales and inventory policies 
of individual firms influence both returns 
and costs from processing operations. 

However, the margin computed in the 
model is a gross measure of the average 
difference in value between processed 
products sold at one point in the market
ing system and prices paid for the raw 

~8 

product at an earlier point. It reflects 
overall returns to processors and handlers. 

In the system the crushing and handling 
margin was formulated as: 

y,, y.; z7 

Time series data on plant costs, effi
ciency, and processing capacity were not 
available. A logarithmic time trend was 
selected arbitrarily to assess the net effect 
of technological forces influencing the mar
gin. The more rapid change in the loga
rithmic trend in the late 1940's and early 
1950's should reflect significant increases 
in processing efficiency as the solvent 
process of oil extraction replaced older 
mechanical methods. Smaller changes in 
later years should reflect continued effi
ciencies and refinements in handling and 
processing techniques. 

It was assumed that the tl'end variable 
also would account for some downward 
pressure on margins. This was attributed 
to the increased use of futures markets for 
beans, meal, and oil as a means of hedging 
actual stocks against substantial price 
changes. 

The margin function, formulated in this 
way, does not explain the crushing and 
handling margin or the nature of costs 
comprising it. It is essentially a bridge 
across several levels of the marketing proc
ess including a partial consideration of 
systematic technological change. This re
lationship was expressed in linear form as 
structural equation (3.1). 

Demand for Soybeans for Export
The export demand for U.S. soybeans was 
formulated as: 

y., y.; Zs 

The supply of fats and oils in other 
countries was presumed to indicate the 
availability of substitutable fats and oils 
from other sources. Consistent data series 
for variables such as consumer incomes 
and oilseed-crushing capacity in foreign 
nations were not available. But their influ
ence on U.S. soybean exports probably 
was important. A subsequent variation of 
the model utilized a trend variable to ac
count for some of these other factors. 



The linear form of this function is equa
tion (4.1). 

Demand for Soybeans for Storage
The demand for commercial carryover 
stocks was formulated as: 

Carryover stocks were assumed to be 
influenced by predetermined variables 
such as the total current supply of soy
beans and anticipation of the following 
year's supply. This formulation is not en
tirely consistent with the accepted theory 
of a static model in which demand factors 
are independent of supply factors. In this 
equation the level of the predetermined 
supply of soybeans influences the level of 
the storage demand function. However, in 
practical terms the current supply did ap
pear related to storage operations. 

Part of a processor's motivation for 
holding stocks at the end of the market
ing year is to maintain a nearly constant 
crushing level as new crop beans are mar
keted. The level of stocks held by com
mercial firms was presumed to increase if 
a smaller crop was anticipated and de
crease if a larger crop was foreseen. 

The relationship was expresed in linear 
form as equation (5.1). 

Definitional Identities-The aggregate 
crushing and handling margin is defined 
in identify (6.1). It is the gross difference 
between the average revenue per bushel 
of processed soybeans and the average 
price of soybeans received by farmers. 

The second identity, (7.1), defines the 
average revenue per bushel of processed 
soybeans. By considering yields of meal 
and oil fixed, average revenue computed 
for any one year may differ from compu
tations that allow for the small changes 
which actually occurred. 

The assumption of a fixed annual sup
ply of soybeans is expressed in identity 
(8.1) ."" The total volume of beans de
manded by crushers, exporters, and hold
ers of carryover stocks at the average an
nual price must equal the total supply of 
soybeans. 

Variation of the Model- The basic 
formulation of the system was called 
Model I. A relatively simple variation of 
the basic model also was considered as 
Model II. Because all quantity variables 
are expressed as totals (not per capita or 
per animal unit) and because many sec
tors of the soybean industry expanded 
rapidly in the sample period, trends in fac
tors such as tastes, preferences, and tech
nology appear to have been important. 
Therefore, in Model II a linear trend vari
able, zu, was added to equations (1.1), 
(U), (4.1), and (5.1) to account for 
and measure systematic changes over time. 
Also in Model II, formula feed produc
tion, z1 , was omitted from equation (1.1). 
The production of formula feeds is essen
tially a trend variable in the demand for 
soybean meal. It indicates the increasing 
acceptance and growth of a major outlet 
for soybean meal and was nearly linear 
over the 1946-60 period. (Approximately 
98 percent of the annual variation in z1 is 
associated with a linear trend in the 1946-
60 period.) 

Models I and II represent only two of 
many possible models of the soybean mar
ket. There were no unmistakable a priori 
grounds on which to develop the model, so 
thel.'e is no complete assurance that this 
was an appropriate formulation. Results 
of the statistical estimation are subject to 
the possibility that an incorrect model was 
used. 

Estimation of the Model 

The statistical problem in this model 
involved estimation, based on the sample 
data, of the unknown parameters in the 
five stochastic equations. Variances of dis
turbances and estimated parameters in 
Model I and Model II were computed. 

Simplification of the Model 
Each stochastic equation in Model I 

was expressed as a function of its dis
turbance. Each definitional identity was 
set equal to zero.25 In this form the sys
tem appears as: 

2< A brief analysis of some supply response relationships between soybean acreage and the previous 
year's soybean-corn price ratio is presented in Appendix D. 

,. The procedure Is similar for Model II and is not repeated. 
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y,- do- d,y,- d,z,- d,z,- d,z6 = U 2 

(3.2) 

Yo - go - g,y" - g,zs = u, 

y7 - ho- h,y3 - h2Z0 ~· h,z, 0 = U 5 

y,- Ys + Ys =0 

Ys- (0.478) y, ~ y, =0 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

B= 0 0 -g, 

0 0 - h, 

0 0 1 

0.478 -0.104 0 

0 0 0 

Y=[y, y, y, y, 

~·Co - Cz~ Cs -- c1 0 0 

-do 0 0 0 -d, -d, 

-eo 0 0 0 0 0 

A= 
-go 0 0 0 0 0 

- ho 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 () 0 0 

0 0 0 () 0 0 

=0 

distinguishing between jointly deter~ 
mined and predetermined variables and 
their coefficients, the entire 
model for a given marketing year is writ
ten in conventional matrix notation as: 

BY'+ AZ'=U' 

Where: 

0 0 

:l 0 0 

0 0 

0 - c1 

0 .. ell 

1 -- e1 

0 0 l 0 0 

0 0 0 l 0 

1 0 0 0 -I 

0 0 0 0 l 

0 -I -1 ~ l 0 

Ya y, Ys] 

0 0 0 0 () 

-d, 0 0 0 0 

0 - e, () 0 () 

0 0 -g2 0 0 

0 0 0 -h, ·-ha 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 () 0 0 

0 0 0 0 l 

Z= [ l z1 z, Zs z, z, Ze z, Zs z9 128 
Z1o J 

U=[u, u, Ua u4 u, 

and addi
B 

Ill, Z is l 

§t,.uctruural and Reduced :for:m Equations 

The individual are 
called structural equations. actual 
(but elements of B and A are 
called structural parameters 

0 
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0 0] 

. The parameters, the and 
exact distribution of the u's are known as 

the 

by the form 
the variables included in 

the nature of the distribution 
, many possible structures are 
with a model (Koop-

Coefficients of zn comprise 



mans and Hood, 1952). The estimation 
problem was to select the most appropri
ate structure on the basis of sample data. 

At this point the unrestricted structural 
parameters in each stochastic equation 
were estimated by the single-equation 
least squares procedure. The variable des
ignated as "dependent" for least squares 
purposes appears on the left of the equal
ity sign in equations (1.1), (2.1), (3.1), 
(4.1), and (5.1). The nature of the theo
retical framework provides some a pTiori 
justification for this selection. 

Statistical theory indicates that these 
estimates are biased since the remaining 
jointly determined variables designated as 
"independent" for least squares purposes 
depend upon the values assumed by the 
disturbance. This violates a basic assump
tion of the least squares procedure if it 
is to yield desirable (in this case un
biased) estimates (Koopmans and Hood, 
1952) . Even though bias was present, the 
least squares estimates of the parameters 
were computed for comparison with esti
mates obtained by treating the system 
simultaneously. 

The system of equations in (9.2) can 
be manipulated so that each jointly deter
mined variable is expressed as a function 
of all the predetermined variables: 

Y' == -B-1AZ' + B-1U' (10.2) 
Let: 

then: 
Y'==PZ' + V' (11.2) 

Equations in (11.2) are "reduced form" 
equations. Unrestricted least squares esti
mates of P are known as "least squares 
reduced form estimates." These estimates 
of the reduced form parameters are un
biased and may be appropriate if: (1) the 
investigation's major purpose is to predict 
values of jointly determined variables, and 
(2) the underlying structure does not 
change. But if the structural parameters, 
B and A, are to be estimated the question 
of the structure's identifiability arises. In 
this case the property of identifiability in
volves the possibility of computing esti
mates of B and A directly from estimates 
of P (Koopmans and Hood, 1952). Each 
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structural equation can be considered sep
arately. 

Since application of least squares to re
duced form equations does not explicitly 
consider restrictions established in the 
structure, three possibilities arise. It may 
be that unique estimates of a structural 
equation's parameters can be derived once 

estimates of P, say P, are computed. Or, 
either an infinite number of structural esti
mates or inconsistent sets of structural 

estimates can be derived once P is cal
culated (Koopmans and Hood, 1952). 

If unique estimates for parameters of 
a single structural equation can be derived 
from P, the equation is said to be "just 
identified." If trivial or inconsistent esti
mates for parameters of a structural equa-

tion can be derived from P, the equation 
is said to be "overidentified." If an in
finity of estimates for parameters of a 
structural equation can be derived from 

P, the equation is "underidentified." 
A necessary but not sufficient condition 

for identifiability is the "order" condition. 
It is simple to determine since it involves 
only the number of variables in the entire 
system and in the individual equation. If 
an equation is "just identified" the total 
number of predetermined variables in the 
entire system equals the number of jointly 
determined variables in the particular 
equation plus the number of predeter
mined variables in that equation less the 
number of variables whose coefficients are 
restricted to specific nonzero quantities. 
If the equation is "overidentified" the 
total number of predetermined variables 
in the system is larger than the total num
ber of variables in the equation whose co
efficients are not restricted to specific non
zero quantities. Similarly, when an equa
tion is "underidentified," the total number 
of predetermined variables in the system 
is less than the number of variables in 
the equation whose coefficients are not 
restricted (Wallace and Judge, 1958). 
Usually, the "order" condition is correct 
in determining whether estimates of an 
equation's structural parameters can be 
derived directly from reduced form co
efficients (Koopmans and Hood, 1952). 



The "order" conditions indicate that 
each equation in this particular system is 
"overidentified." 28 Therefore, even though 
reduced form estimates of P can be ob
tained using the least squares procedure, 
unique estimates of B and A cannot be 
derived algebraically. Evidence suggests 
that least squares reduced form estimates 
may be as good or better than structural 
estimates for predictive purposes in over
identified models (Liu, 1960; Gerra, 1959). 
Consequently, they were computed for 
Model I and Model IT. 

Simultaneous Estimation 

To obtain estimates of the elements of 
B and A which account for the system's 
simultaneous nature, other methods must 
be used. One such method is the two
stage least squares procedure developed 
by H. Theil (1958) and R. L. Basmann 
(1957) . This method is closely related to 
the well accepted limited-information 
method but substantially simpler in com
putation (Wallace and Judge, 1958). 

Neither the limited-information method 
nor the two-stage least squares procedure 
provides best linear unbiased estimates of 
the structural parameters. However, the 
limited-information estimates are statisti
cally consistent. They are asymptotically 
efficient if disturbances are normally dis
tributed (Koopmans and Hood, 195~). 
The simpler two-stage least squares tech
nique also provides statistically consistent 
estimates. In addition, two-stage least 
squares coefficients have exactly the same 
asymptotic variances as limited-informa
tion estimates (Basmann, 1957). 

The small sample properties of the two 
methods are not known precisely. How
ever, empirical research and Monte Carlo 
experiments indicate that the two-stage 
least squares procedure usually provides 
estimates which fall between least squares 
and limited-information results. Variance 

estimates using two-stage least squares 
usually have been smaller than limited
information and larger than least squares 
estimates. 

Comments and analyses by C. Hildreth, 
C. F. Christ, L. R. Klein;• T. D. Wallace 
and G. G. Judge (1958), and others indi
cated that two-stage least squares is a 
good method of simultaneous estimation 
-particularly when time and computa
tional resources are limited. Accordingly, 
two-stage least squares estimates of the 
structural parameters were computed for 
Model I and Model II. 

The algebraic and computation detail 
of the two-stage least squares method is 
presented understandably in Wallace and 
Judge (1958). Briefly, the method begins 
with the specification of one jointly deter
mined variable in each stochastic struc
tural equation as a normalization choice 
(having a coefficient equal to 1). The re
mainder of each equation is transferred 
algebraically to the right of the equality 
sign. 

Least squares estimates (or predictions) 
are computed for the other, non-normal
ized, jointly determined variables in each 
equation based on all predetermined vari
ables in the entire system. These esti
mated values of the non-normalized jointly 
determined variables are used as "data" 
in place of actual values for the sample 
period. Then ordinary least squares esti
mates of the coefficients for each struc
tural equation considered are computed. 
Actually, an equivalent computational 
routine is available to obtain two-stage 
least squares coefficients directly. 

The normalization choices for the five 
structural stochastic equations were the 
variables appearing on the left of the 
equality sign in equations (1.1), (U), 
(8.1), (4.1), and (5.1). The theoretical 
framework provides some a priori justifi
cation for this selection. 

28 This applies to both Model I and Model II. 
29 "A Symposium on Simultaneous Equation Estimation," Econometrica, Vol. 28, No. 4, October 

1960, pp. 885-871 (papers by C. F. Christ, C. Hildreth, T. Lin, and L. R. Klein). 



Results of the Statistical Estimation 
Jn general, results of the estimation process were satisfactory. Most 

structural coefficients exhibited signs consistent with the theoretical 
framework and other economic theory. Fairly good statistical fits were 
obtained by the least squares and two-stage least squares estimation of 
the structure. Excellent fits were usually obtained from least squares 
estimates of reduced form equations. 

Modell 
The basic formulation of the statistical 

model was called Model I. It contained no 
explicit consideration of trends over time. 

Structural Estimates 

The two-stage least squares and least 
squares estimates of the structural sto
chastic equations are presented below. 
Model I equations are in the same order 
as originally presented. Coefficients are 
given in four significant digits, but only 
two digits generally should be used in 
making comparisons. The estimated stand
ard error of each coefficient appears be
neath in parentheses. The estimated stand-
ard error of regression is denoted by S. 
The Durbin-Watson statistic for measur
ing serial correlation in the disturbances 
is denoted by d (Friedman and Foote, 

Demand for Meal: 

1957) .80 The coefficient of multiple deter
mination, adjusted for degrees of freedom, 
is shown for least squares equations as 
R:•. 

Statistical significance tests were not 
made on estimated coefficients. Although 
large sample theory provides tests of sig
nificance for two-stage least squares esti
mates, no small sample tests were formu
lated (Christ, 1960). If the model is si
multaneous as assumed, least squares esti
mates are known to be biased and familiar 
tests of significance on coefficients are not 
valid. However, the reliability of an esti
mated coefficient is suggested by its size 
relative to its estimated standard error. 

The two-stage least squares and ordi
nary least squares estimates of the five 
structural stochastic equations are: 

Y1 = 1.722- 0.01~24 Y• + 0.1334 z1- 0.3297 z. + 0.01777 z, + li"131 

(0.00421) (0.0909) (0.3799) (0.01115) 
s = 0.34 d = 0.857 (i) 

y, = 1.791 - o.o11n Y· + o.1225 z,- o.3o11 z. + o.OI76o z, +ill 
(0.00429) (0.0919) (0.3899) (0.01147) 

s = 0.35 d = 1.36 (i) R:· = 0.69 

Demand for Oil: 

Y• = 87.56-0.02029 Y• -1.951 z. -7.572 z5 - 22.14 z. + u2 

(0.02784) (2.677) ( 4.741) (18.38) 
s = 3.4 d = 1.39 (i) 

Y2 = 87.55-0.01810 Y• -1.740 z. -7.430 z.- 23.41 Zs + Uz 

(0.0~80) (2.689) (4.760) (18.48) 
s = 3.4 d = 1.37 (i) R:• = o.54 

(2SLS) 

(LS) 

(2SLS) 

(LS) 

so If the letter (i) follows the statistic, the Durbin-Watson test for serial correlation of the error 
term was inconclusive; (n) indicates that the test showed no serial correlation. In no case was there 
evidence of significant serial correlation in the error term. 

31 The symbol u; denotes the residual when the 2SLS system is computed: ~~ is the residual for the 
LS equation. 
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Mmrgin Function : 

Y• = 1.148 + 0.002466 y, ·- 0.6962 Z7 + llo 

(0.000869) (0.0935) 
s = 0.15 d = 2.38 (n) 

Y• = 1.145 + 0.002490 y,- 0.6984 z1 + u, 
(0.000860) 

s = 0.14 d = 2.39 (n) R"= 0.87 

Export Demand: 

y, =- 119.51-28.60 + 1£.03 Zs + U4 

(21 
s= Hl.8 d= U.7 

y, =- 164.8- 19.46 + 13.30 Z8 + UJ 
(3.01) 

s = l'U d = 0.91 (n) = 0.86 

Commercial Storage Demand: 

y, = --ILOl + 2.843 
(3. 

- 0.05£38 Zn + 0.09101 Z10 + U5 

(0.01409) . (0.01965) 
s=£.4 d=£.£0 

y, = ·- 12.926 + 3.£38 -- 0.05£37 Z0 + 0.09£14 z,, + u, 

s= £.3 d = fl.43 R'= 0.75 

The definitional identities remain: 
y.=y8-y2 

= 0.478 y, + 0.104 y2 

D.i§cus§ion 01f Resl!llh§ ~The 2SLS and 
I,S estimates of Model I were similar in 

and for two major rea-
sons.32 First, there was 
normalized jointly detennined 
each structural equat1cm. i:'iecoJtldfy 
of ali 

variables. 
round" estimates of 
based on "data" not 
original observations 

the '"second 
coefficients were 

different from 
and 

m estimates of 
variances However, 2SLS vari
ances tended to be smaller than LS esti
mates in demand for meal and 
oil and larger in the other equations. 

As a~~cnf,,-' which 
fitted 

Since R 2 statistics contain an adjust
ment for of under
state the closeness of Ht of the least 
sauares estimates as compared with the 
u~adjusted coefficient of - deter
mination.33 

In the meal demand equation all 2SLS 
and LS estimates exhibited signs which 
were expected on theoretical grounds. In
creases in formula feeds production or in 
the ratio were ex

with price in
meal when the quantity 
was heM constant. The 

coefficient on the 
available 

protein 

3~ The ahlwPvi"tio1n.o 
ss This 

Con· elation 

denote Htwo-stage 
~ornnntecl by the method 

Re.'''"P..•.oirm Third Edition 
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The direct price flexibility coefficient for 
soybean meal at wholesale, computed at 
the point of means, in Model I was - 1.12 
for 2SLS and - 1.08 for LS. Price flexibil
ity measures the percentage change in 
price associated with a 1-percent change 
in quantity. These coefficients suggest a 
direct wholesale price elasticity in the 
neighborhood of- 0.89 to- 0.93 (Brandow, 
1961). Price elasticity is the percentage 
change in quantity associated with a 1-
percent change in price. Estimates of price 
flexibilities and elasticities computed for 
this model may not be entirely reliable 
because of trends and variables not ac
counted for. 

The price flexibility coefficients for soy
bean meal computed by G. A. King 
(1958) for the interwar and immediate 
postwar periods were -0.48 and - 0.58. 
These flexibilities suggest price elasticities 
of -2.08 and -1.72, respectively. Flexi
bility coefficients implied in the soybean 
meal analyses published in Feed Situation 
for the 1946-57 period were - 0.76 to 
-0.77.34 These suggest price elasticities of 
- 1.32 and - 1.30, respectively. These 
price elasticities, computed from three 
different studies, suggest that the demand 
for meal has become less elastic over time. 

The relationship for the price of soy
bean oil was possibly the weakest in the 
model. The least squares coefficient of 
multiple determination indicates a poor 
fit; estimates of the standard errors of 
regression are rather large. Coefficients on 
the quantity variables for both 2SLS and 
LS had acceptable signs. However, they 
were small relative to their estimated 
standard errors. 

The negative sign on the coefficient of 
z. (quantity of lard and butter) indicates 
a competitive demand relation between 
soybean oil and animal fats represented by 
butter and lard. The negative coefficient 
of z. (income) suggests that soybean oil 
and other food fats and oils together are 
an inferior commodity group. While this 
is not impossible other research showed 

• 4 Feed Situation, AMS,USDA, July 1959, p. 28. 

this complex to be a superior commodity 
group with respect to income. 

The direct price flexibility coefficients, 
computed at the means, for soybean oil 
at wholesale were - 0.43 for 2SLS and 
-0.39 for LS. These flexibilities suggest 
that the direct wholesale price elasticity of 
soybean oil was rather high: - 2.51 and 
-2.59 for 2SLS and LS respectively. This 
is as expected since soybean oil, as part of 
the food fats and oils complex, has several 
close substitutes. G. E. Brandow (1961) 
used a direct price elasticity of - 3.99 for 
soybean oil at wholesale. 

Price flexibility coefficients at the means 
for all vegetable food fats and oils were 
-0.86 for 2SLS and -0.76 for LS.35 The 
direct wholesale price elasticities indicated 
by these estimates are -1.16 and -1.31, 
respectively. Representing a higher level of 
aggregation, these elasticity coefficients 
were predictably smaller than for soybean 
oil alone. But they were higher than 
theory and other experience suggest. 

The margin function estimated by 2SLS 
and LS accounted for much of the varia
tion in actual processing and handling 
margins during the sample period. Signs 
of coefficients accorded with expectations. 
Predicted margin values were reasonably 
close to actual values. However, this func
tion does not really "explain" the margin. 
The meaning of the coefficient on z, (the 
log of time) is elusive. Presumably, t is a 
trend variable accounting for systematic 
technology changes in processing and han
dling soybeans. These changes were more 
important early in the sample period. But 
there is no assurance that the time loga
rithm was the most appropriate function 
to employ. Extrapolation of this trend 
beyond the sample period in either direc
tion may produce unacceptable results. In 
this form the function fits the data well, 
has a plausible rationale over the sample 
period, and represents a convenient bridge 
across several levels of the marketing 
process. 

Both 2SLS and LS structural equations 
for soybean exports produced fairly good 

as The restriction on coefficients of Y• and Z4 permitted direct computation of this price flexibility. 
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statistical fits. The negative sign on the 
soybean price coefficient was appropriate. 
However, it was expected that U.S. soy
beans would exhibit a competitive demand 
relationship with the quantity of world 
fats and oils. Trend and other factors con
founded this relationship. 

The general increase in zs (world quan
tities of fats and oils) over the sample 
period acted as a trend variable. This is 
clear in a year such as 1959. Production 
of world fats and oils remained virtually 
constant from the previous year as did 
the farm price of soybeans. Consequently, 
the equation, having no "trend" factor 
for that year, indicated only a slight in
crease in the quantity of soybeans ex
ported. However, a sizable increase actu
ally occurred. 

The direct farm level price elasticity 
computed at the means for soybeans for 
export was- 0.89 for ~SLS and- 0.76 for 
LS. 

The estimated storage equation for soy
beans as carryout stocks produced inter
esting results. Both the ~SLS and the LS 
equations exhibited the expected positive 
sign on the total quantity of beans sup
plied. This indicated that the carryout was 
associated directly with the year's total 
supply. The coefficient on z. (the produc
tion anticipation variable) was negative. 
This indicated that carryout tended to be 
larger when a smaller crop was expected 
and smaller when a larger crop was an
ticipated. This outcome is compatible with 
rational behavior of firms handling and 
storing soybeans. 

The coefficients on the price of soybeans 
were positive in both equations but were 
not large relative to their standard errors. 
This may have reflected the influence of 
variables such as price anticipations, price 
relationships among other storable com
modities, and trend. 

Algebraic manipulation of estimated 
meal and oil equations and the margin 
function provided approximate farm level 
price elasticities of the processing demand 
for soybeans. The :~SLS estimate was 
- 1.48 and the LS estimate was - 0.8~, 

computed at the means. Further manipu-

lation provided estimates of the farm level 
price elasticity of demand for soybeans 
in all uses. The ~SLS estimate was -1.~4 
and the LS estimate was - 0.79. These 
estimates appear reasonable since they 
·fall between estimates of price elasticities 
for export and for processing .. These elas
ticity coefficients are rough approxima
tions and should be interpreted and used 
with caution. 
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Actual Data versus Computed Results 
-Since only 15 marketing year observa
tions were available in the 1946-60 period, 
data for all 15 were used in obtaining the 
structural and reduced form estimates of 
the model. No year in the sample period 
could be used as an independent observa
tion for predictive purposes. Forecasts 
using observations outside the sample 
period were not possible since values of 
predetermined variables for the 1961 crop 
year and beyond were not known. "Fore
casts" for years before 1946 are not ap
propriate because: (1) market structure 
may have been different, and (~) data 
are not available even if the structure was 
unchanged. 

Estimates of jointly determined varia
bles computed for the sample period 
should be interpreted cautiously. Using 
the same data from which estimates are 
generated as a basis for evaluating the 
performance of a model can lead to de
ceptive conclusions concerning the model's 
validity and generality. Where only a few 
observations are available, the only way 
to overcome this problem is to wait for 
additional observations to be generated 
under the same structure. 

The entire eight-equation model esti
mated by ~SLS was used to compute 
values of the jointly determined variabl~s 
for the 1946-60 period. In the matrix 
notation already shown, the estimated 
model is written: 

BY'+AZ'=o 
where ''8 and 'A are matrices of estimated 
and actual structural coefficients of the 
stochastic equations and the definitional 
identities. Elements of Y are estimated 
values of the jointly determined variables. 
Algebraic manipulation yields: 



Y'=-B-1AZ' 
The equations formed by these matrices 
are called "solved reduced form equations" 
(Christ, 1960). 

In figures 8 through 15 the estimated 
values of the jointly determined variables 
of Model I, computed from solved reduced 
form equations of the 2SLS estimates, are 
compared with actual values for the sam
ple period."" Since 2SLS and LS estimates 
were similar and because the 2SLS esti
mates partially account for the simultane
ity of the model, estimated values of the 
jointly determined variables using LS 
structural estimates are omitted. 

The estimated structure indicated the 
general movements in actual soybean meal 
prices in 1946-60 (figure 8). However, 
much of the price variation in the early 
years was not accounted for by the model. 
A substantial price increase indicated by 
the estimated model for the 1957 market
ing year did not occur. This overestimate 
resulted from a sizable increase in formula 
feed production, an advance in livestock 
prices relative to crop prices, and a decline 

in the amount of other high protein feeds 
available for feeding. 

The general level of soybean oil prices 
also was indicated by the estimated struc
ture, but some short-term price variation 
was not accounted for (figure 9). As with 
meal the system indicated a sizable price 
increase in 1957. This overestimate was 
caused by a fall in production of other 
food fats and oils, a decline in lard and 
butter output, and a slight decline in real 
per capita income. 

Computed prices of meal and oil were 
combined, according to identity (7.1), to 
obtain estimates of the marketing year 
average return per bushel for processed 
soybeans (figure 10). Computed and ac
tual crushing and handling margins are 
shown in figure 11. These estimates indi
cated the general margin level but did 
not account for abrupt changes occurring 
in years such as 1950, 19Ml, and 1960. 
Calculated levels of Y• (average revenue) 
and Y• (margin) produced estimates of 
the farm level price of soybeans through 
identity (6.1) (figure 12). The net effect 

Fig. 8. Average wholesale price of soybean meal deflated by wholesale price index, ac
tual and computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model 1, 1946-60. 
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36 Actual and estimated values are listed in Appendix E as are the solved reduced form coefficients. 
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Fig. 9. Average wholesale price of soybean oil deflated by wholesale price index, ac
tual and computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 10. Average revenue of processed soybeans deflated by wholesale price index, ac
tual and computed from 2515 structural estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 11. Average processing margin deflated by wholesale price index, actual and com
puted from 251.5 structural estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 12. Average farm price of soybeans deflated by wholesale price index, actual and 
computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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of oil, and the 1957 was a strong 

bean price, 
Errors in other years can be traced in a 
similar fashion. 

~stimates of the volume of soy-
are with actual 

values figure HL The reasonably dose 
statistical fits obtained irom both the 
export and commercial storage 
contributed to the good fit for 

·volunJie of beans 
overestimate of 
associated with a underesti-
mate in exports for that year 
Otherwise, exports were ,estim,ated 

in the 1946-60 with 
of some yem"-to-year variation 

early in the 
Computed values of commercial storage 

fitted the ,actual data well 
15), This was 

relating to storage ha·ve not 
successful in the past 
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exports and 
accounted for this, 

unrestricted 

was expressed 
as a linear function of all the 
~mined variables in the system and ordi
nary least squares 

Excellent fits were obtained for most 
jointly determined variables. 

computed values of these variables ful
filled restrictions in the structure rather 
well even the reduced form esti

not restricted. Computed 
determined variables 

w-ith their actual va.lues 
and in tabular form in Ap .. 

overidentified in each 
stochastic structural there is no 
method of a consistent set 
of structural estimates from these esti-



l'ig. 14. Volume of soybeans exported by the United St!lltes, a~h,~;~l ll'Utd eomp .. ted ~rom 
251.5 sfruchJrtd estime.tes, Model I, ; 946-60. 
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Fig. 15. Volume of soybeans held by (Ommerdal firms, ttdul!lll Clru:l ~omputecl from 2Sl5 
stl'udund estim~:~tes, Model I, 1946-60. 
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mated reduced form parameters. For pre
dictive purposes, however, the least 
squares reduced form equations for Model 
I appeared superior to structural esti
mates. They generally provided more ac
curate estimates of the jointly determined 
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variables. Computed prices of meal, oil, 
and beans were substantially closer to ac
tual values than corresponding structural 
estimates. Computed crushings and ex
ports were extremely close to actual levels 
throughout the sample period. 



Model II 
This formulation of the model included 

a linear trend in the demand equations 
for meal, export, and storage. The 
margin function remained the same, but 
the quantity of manufactured feeds, z1 , 

was from the meal equation. The 
three original definitional identities were 
retained. 

Structural Estimates 

The :2SLS and the LS estimates of the 

sented below. They are arranged in their 
original coefficients are given in 
four significant digits. Additional statistics 
are the same as for Model I: estimated 
standard errors of regression coefficients 
in parentheses, the estimated standard er

ror of denoted by;, the Durbin
Watson statistic denoted by d, and the 
adjusted coefficients of multiple determi

nation denoted by R2 for the LS equa
tions. 

The 2SLS and LS estimates of the five 
structural stochastic are pre- structural stochastic equations are: 

Dem.and for Th'leal: 

Yl = 3.482- 0.01439 y,- 0.£560 z2 + 0.03005 z, + 0.1890 Zn + ul 
(0.00737) (0.4187) 

s = 0.35 d = 1.14 

- 0.04099 Z2 + 0.0£124 Z3 + 0.06843 Zn + U1 

(0.01751) 
s = 0.38 d = uo (i) RL= 0.64 

Demand for OH: 

+ L995 z4- 9JJ30 z, + 103.~ z, ·- so~n~ Zn + u2 
(1.809) (:28.8) 

s = Q.O d = 2.51 (i) 

+ £.]6£ Z4- 9.835 Z5 + 102.'/ Z6 - 3.6£5 Zn + U2 

(1 (2. (28.3) (0. 

s=£.0 d = 5L50 R: = 0.85 

Jl¥Ialt'gin JFnnction: 

y, = Ll.53 + 0.002418 

s=O.l5 d=2.37 

y, = 1.145 + 0.002490 - 0.6984 z, + u, 

s=G.H d = £.39 

Demand: 

Yo= 347.3-1£.40 y,- 2£.16 z, + !i!l.86 Zn + U 4 

(15.18) (9.58) (5. 
-
s=lUJ d = 1.60 

y, = 40!J.3- 20.85 Ys- 24.'/6 Zs + 22.75 Zn + U~ 
(lLl3) 

s = 10.7 

= CL87 

R 2 =0.95 

(LS) 

(LS) 

27 The letter 
Durbin-Watson 

correlation in the error terms based on the 
correlation. 
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Y1 = -14.17 + 3.285 Y•- 0.04158 Z9 + 0.1004 Z10 - 0.6222 z11+ ~5 
- (2.537) (0.01705) (0.0191) (0.6033) 
s=2.3 d=M2 (i) R.'=0.75 

The definitional identities remain: 
y,=y.-y. 

Ys = 0.478 Y1 + 0.104 Y• 

z..=y5+y.+y7 

Discussion of Results - As in Model I 
the 2SLS and LS estimates were similar in 
sign and magnitude. Estimates of variance 
for the 2SLS equations were larger in all 
cases except for the meal demand equa
tion. The margin and export equations 
exhibited no evidence of serial correlation 
in the residuals. The test was inconclusive 
in the other equations with no strong evi
dence of serial correlation in any. 

R" statistics were generally similar to 
those in Model I. However, LS equations 
for bean exports and soybean oil prices 
showed sizable increases in percent of vari
ation accounted for by the model. 

In the meal demand equation the 2SLS 
and LS estimates exhibited the expected 
signs and a positive trend over time. In 
Model II the trend variable acted much 
the same as z1 in Model I. It presumably 
accounted for effects of increased use of 
soybean meal in the formula feed industry 
and in farm-mixed livestock rations. 

Direct price flexibility coefficients for 
soybean meal, computed at the means in 
Model II, were -1.32 for 2SLS and- 0.84 
for LS. These coefficients suggest a direct 
wholesale price elasticity of about -0.76 
to -1.19. They are similar to elasticities 
calculated for Model I and should be in
terpreted with the same caution. 

The addition of a linear trend to the 
oil demand equation, while improving the 
statistical fit, produced "wrong" or "un
acceptable" signs on the coefficients of y5 
and z,. Although the coefficients were 
fairly small compared to their standard 
errors, theory and other experience indi
cate that a negatively sloped demand 
curve and a competitive relationship with 
other fats and oils are appropriate. Since 
this formulation is only one way that this 
relationship could have been written, this 
outcome need not be accepted. 
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(LS) 

The coefficient of disposable income was 
positive in this variation. In conjunction 
with the positive coefficient on quantity of 
beans processed, a proxy variable for oil 
quantity, this coefficient suggests that 
food fats and oils are an inferior com
modity group with respect to income when 
price is held constant. As mentioned ear
lier, this conflicts with other evidence. 

Margin equations were the same as in 
Model I. Only slight differences appeared 
in 2SLS estimates. 

The addition of the linear trend to the 
export equation was particularly appro
priate. Signs of coefficients were consistent 
with theoretical expectations. The sta
tistical fit of the ,equation was improved 
noticeably. The negative sign still appeared 
on the price of soybeans. The negative 
coefficient on the quantity of world fats 
and oils, Zs, indicates a competitive de
mand relationship between other fats and 
oils and U.S. lloybeans in world trade. The 
linear trend coefficient was positive, re
flecting the growing acceptance of soy
beans in the world fats and oils trade. 

The direct farm level price elasticity co
efficients, estimated at the means for soy
bean exports, were - 0.49 for 2SLS and 
- 0.80 for LS. They are similar to Model 
I estimates although the 2SLS estimates 
indicate a more inelastic demand. Esti
mates of price elasticities for soybeans for 
processing and soybeans in total were not 
computed from Model II. 

Storage equations in Model II were 
much the same as those in Model I. The 
inclusion of trend did not affect the rela
tionships importantly; trend coefficients 
were small relative to their standard er
rors. 

Actual Data versus Computed Results 
-All 15 observations in the 1946-60 
period were used in computing the struc
tural and reduced form estimates of Model 
II. Therefore, independent predictions 
were not possible. However, actual and 
computed values of the jointly determined 
variables were compared. 



Fig. 16. Average wholesale price of soybean meal deflated by wholesale price index, 
actual and computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 17. Average wholesale price of soybean oil deflated by wholesale price index, actual 
and computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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The entire eight-equation version of 
Model II estimated by 2SLS was used to 
compute solved reduced form equations. 
Then estimated values for jointly deter
mined variables were computed.38 These 
computed values are compared with actual 
values for the sample period in figures 16 
through 23. 

The general trend of meal prices was 
accounted for by the estimated model (fig
ure 16). Computed values in Model II 
were similar to Model I, especially in the 
last years of the sample period. Model II 
did not account for meal price variations 
in 1951, 19M~, and 1953 as well as did 
Model I. 

The addition of trend to the oil price 
equation improved the statistical fit sub
stantially (figure 17). However, the un
acceptable coefficients on y, and z, limit 
this equation's usefulness. The sizable oil 
price increase occurring in 1950, mostly 
because of the Korean war, was not ac
counted for by this formulation. 

The close fit of the oil equation in 
Model II produced a better fit for Ys (av-

erage revenue) (figure 18), These com
puted values, coupled with the estimated 
margin, yielded reasonably accurate esti
mates of the farm level price of soybeans 
(figure QO). 

Because of the reasonably close statisti
cal fits obtained for exports and commer
cial storage, computed crushings are fairly 
accurate over the sample period (figures 
21, 22, and 23). 

The addition of trend improved the sta
tistical fit of Model II as compared with 
Model I, especially in the soybean oil and 
export equations. As in Model I, predic
tions of the quantity variables were more 
accurate than price predictions in the 
sample period. 

Reduced Form Estimates 

As in Model I, unrestricted least squares 
estimates of reduced form coefficients for 
Model II were computed for the 1946-60 
period (see Appendix F) . Again, excellent 
statistical fits were obtained for most 
jointly determined variables. 

Since Model II is overidentified in each 

l'ig. HI. A:verage revenue of processed scybe~ns deflated by wholese>!e price index, actual 
and compllited fnm• 251.5 strwoch.m:1l estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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"'Actual and estimated values are listed in Appendix F as are the solved reduced form coefficients. 
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structural stochastic equation, there is no 
method of obtaining a single consistent set 
of structural estimates from these esti
mates of the reduced form coefficients. 

However, the reduced form equations are 
appropriate for predictive purposes in 
periods when Model II is assumed to re
flect the actual structure. Computed val-

Fig. 19. Average processing margin deflated by wholesale price index, actual and com
puted from 2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 20. Average farm price of soybeans deflated by wholesale price index, actual and 
computed from 2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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ues of the jointly determined variables are 
compared with their actual values graphi
cally and in tabular form in Appendix F. 

The computed values were generally 

closer to the actual values than those cal
culated from 2SLS structural estimates of 
Model II. Extremely close fits were ob
tained for exports and crushings. 

Fig. 21. Volume of soybeans processed in the United States, actual and computed from 
2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 22. Volume of soybeans exported by the United States, actual and computed from 
2SLS structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 23. Volume of soybeans held by commercial firms, actual and computed from 2SLS 
structural estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Effects of Shifts in Structural 
Functions 

Previously, the theoretical framework 
was used as a basis for examining effects, 
throughout the entire soybean market, of 
given shifts in functional relationships. 
Without knowledge of the specific param
eters of the system, only the direction 
of influence could be determined. Estima
tion of the structural parameters of Model 
I and Model II provides some basis for 
making quantitative statements about ef
fects of various changes in the system. 

. The Combined Model 

To analyze changes in structural func
tions, a combination of Model I and 
Model II was employed. "Unacceptable" 
coefficients were thus disregarded to make 
the theoretical framework and the esti
mated model more comparable. 

The ~SLS estimates of Model II were 

used where possible. These included the 
demand for meal, the dem~>nd for export, 
and the margin function. The ~SLS esti
mate of the soybean oil demand in Model 
I was used."" Despite the good statistical 
fit Model II estimates were "unaccepta
ble" because of positive coefficients on the 
quantity of beans processed and quantity 
of other food fats and oils. The storage 
function used was the ~SLS estimate of 
Model II except that the coefficient on the 
price of soybeans, y., was assumed to be 
zero. So the commercial storage demand 
for carryout stocks in the combined model 
was entirely price inelastic."' 

Shifts in Estimated Functions- Arbi
trary changes were made in the system by 
assuming parallel upward or downward 
shifts in individual functions in price
quantity space.41 No government storage 
or effective price support operations were 
assumed initially. 

•• This seems to be a reasonable substitution since the reduced form estimates of Y• for Model I 
and Model II are virtually the same (see Appendix F). Differences in reduced form estimates of Y• 
between Model I and Model II represent the only departure of the two models in terms of the com
putation of 2SLS structural estimates of the demand for oil. 

40 The positive coefficient on ya in the storage equation is not large relative to its standard error 
and is more consistent with the theoretical framework as zero or less than zero. To be entirely correct 
the combined model should have been recomputed with this restriction employed. Coefficients estimated 
in this fashion would be different from those actually used. However, since the differences probably 
would be slight, the model was not recomputed. 

41 The reduced form equations, Appendices E and F, provide good estimates of the effects of 
changes in specific predetermined variables. 
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Tobie 6. The e:ll'eet of specified fun<tlcmc:~l shifts on seven jointly determined variables ..,sing estimated coefficie"h of ~he combined 
model of the !J.S. soybean "'"'rket 

Shift in 
Resulting changes in 

structural Price of Price of Price of Quantity Quantity Quantity 
function meal* oil* soybeans-:. Margin crushed exported stored 

dollars per 1on cents per pound cents per bushel million bushels 

Increased meal demand 
(+ $1 0/ton) t ••• 0 " •••••••••••• +9.20 -0.05 +21 +0.63 +2.60 -2.60 0 
lncre.ased oil demand 
C+ 2 cents/lb.) t •••••• 0 •••••••• -0.65 + 1.95 + 18 + 0.55 +2.26 -2.26 0 
Increased margin function 
C+ 10 cents/bu.) t •..•.•...•.... + 0.31 +0.02 - 9 +9.7 -1.09 + 1.09 0 
Increased export demand 
C+ 10 million bu.) H •••••..•••••• +2.52 + 0.18 + 10 -2.1 -8.76 +8.76 0 
increased storage demand 
(+ 10 million bu.) tt .•.•..•.•••• +2.52 + 0.18 + 1 () -2.1 -8.76 -1.24 + 10.0 
Decrease in supply 
(- 10 million bu.) n ... ~ ... ~ .... +2.27 +0.16 + 9 -1.9 -7.89 - i.12 - 0.99 

* Prices deflated by wholesale price index. 
tAt all quantilies. 

!t AI all prices. 



One change evaluated was an upward 
shift in the soybean meal demand at 
wholesale, It was assumed that the esti
mated function shifted in price
quantity space by 0,5 cents per pound at 
each point on the quantity axis. Whole
sale of soybean meal were assumed 
willing to pay an additional $10 per ton 
at all quantities supplied. This might re-
sult, for from an increase in the 
profitability livestock or a decline in 
the quantity of other feeds 
available. All other functions in the sys
tem were assumed constant. 

A shift of this magnitude in the meal 
demand was felt the system 
in the following manner: The estimated 

of meal increased about 0.46 cents 
per pound or $9.SW per ton.42 The meal 
price did not increase the full amount of 
the shift in the demand function 
since the estimated quantity of beans 
crushed increased by 2.60 million bushels. 
This increased the total meal supply 
about 62,150 tons. Larger oil supplies pro-
duced a estimated oil of 

0.05 The estimated 
margin increased 

Oo63 cents per However, the 
estimated farm price of soybeans advanced 
.~l cents per busheL 

Since the farm level of beans and 
the commercial storage function were as
sumed price inelastic, the in
creased crushing of 2.60 million bushels 
was drawn from estimated exports as the 

of advanced table 6) . 
downward shil't in the meal demand 

would produce opposite estimated 
results if all other functions remained con-
shmt. This to the other functionai 
shifts in 6, Similarly, greater or 
smaller shifts in these functions would 

In 
of the tabular values. 

els-was 

the com-

justment might result from an effective 
supply control program. 

The estimated reduced form equations 
of Model I and Model II also were used 
to predict changes in prices and yuuuuc.te~ 

this decrease of 10 million bushels. 
reduced form of Model I 

predicted a 50 cents per ton increase in 
the price of meal, a 0.1 cent increase in 
the price of oil, and a 2 cent per bushel 
increase in soybean A decline in 

of 4,.46 a fall 
in exports of 4.73 million bushels, and a 
0.81 million bushel in commercial 
storage also were indicated. 

Reduced form estimates of Model H 
indicated a $1.54 per ton advance in the 

of a 0.6 cent per pound in-
crease m the of oil, and a 6 cent 
per bushel fall in the Esti-
mated crushing fell 2.65 million bush-
els, exports decreased 13.41 million bush-
els, and commercial storage 0.93 
million bushels. 

Differences between reduced fmm esti
rnates and structural estimates oi the com
bined model resulted from the lack of 
restTictions on least squares estimates of 
reduced form equations 
Theory supported by two 
mates indicated that bean 
rise between 2 and 9 cents pe1· v;;ith 
a lO million bushel decrease in total sup-
ply, Estimated exports, and com-
mercial declined in all three cases. 

not clear whether the main 
decrease would occur in the !}fl:lC<~ss:mg 
expmt sectol', Results opposite from 
listed in table 6 or indicated the re-

would occur if the 
soybean was assumed to increase 

10 million bushels. 

Simuhameous Shifts-Obviously, 
in the actual market rep-

resent the net effect of several simultane-
ous in the 
ture. m 
more than one sector of the combined 
model, net effects can he estimated 
simple addition of tabular values in table 

of 
referred to 

Index for 
are actual prices deflated hy the Bureau 

COillllUOditi.es, 
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6 since the functions are linear in price
quantity space. For instance, it was as
sumed that the demand for meal shifted 
upward by $5 per ton, the export demand 
increased by 10 million bushels at all 
prices, and the supply of beans increased 
by ~0 million bushels. All other functions 
remained constant. 

This combination seems fairly repre
sentative of recent actual conditions. In
creasing supplies of beans, expanding de
mand for export, and increasing meal de
mand relative to oil demand has produced 
firm meal prices, weaker oil prices, fairly 
stable bean prices, increased crushing, and 
sharply expanding exports. These actual 
conditions were reflected in the estimates 
computed. The net effect was an esti
mated increase in meal prices of $~.58 per 
ton ($4.60 + $~.5~- $4.54), a 0.1~ cent 
per pound decline in the estimated oil 
price, and an estimated 2.5 cent per 
bushel increase in the farm price of soy
beans (table 6). Crushings increased an 
estimated 8.8~ million bushels, exports ad
vanced 9.70 million bushels, and the quan
tity stored by firms increased an estimated 
1.98 million bushels. 

A wide variety of hypothetical situa
tions can be evaluated with the data in 
table 6. For example, assume that the fed
eral government wished to limit soybean 
production through a supply control pro
·gram and, at the same time, increase ex
ports of soybean oil through an expanded 
"Food for Peace" program. Suppose that 
these programs decreased the bean supply 
by 10 million bushels and increased oil 
demand by ~ cents per bushel at all quan
tities. The estimated net effect would be 
a 1.79 cent per pound increase in oil price. 
Meal prices would advance an estimated 
$1.6~ per ton, and the farm price of soy
beans would rise ~7 cents per bushel. At 
the same time, crushing would fall an esti
mated 5.68 million bushels, exports would 
drop by 8.88 million bushels, and storage 
would decline 0.99 million bushels. 

Suppose the federal government or a 
farm organization wished to know how 
much the soybean supply would have to 
be decreased in order to increase farm 
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price of beans by 15 cents per bushel, if all 
else remained nearly the same. The model 
estimated that the market supply would 
have to decline 16.7 million bushels. Pre
sumably this could be accomplished by 
controlling production and marketing or 
by government purchases. Other hypo
thetical situations can be analyzed in a 
similar fashion. 

Price Support 

In the original model, government price
supporting activities were not introduced 
explicitly. However, total supply data were 
adjusted by subtracting government carry
out stocks from the total in years when 
sizable quantities were held by the gov
ernment. The implicit assumption was 
that if actual total supplies had been 
smaller by the amount of government 
holdings, the average open market price 
would have been the same as the price 
which occurred in conjunction with sup
port operations. 

A simple variation of the combined 
model was developed to assess the impact 
of price support activities and, at the same 
time, predict the level of government 
stocks. The variation was computed as 
follows: (I) The combined model was 
used to estimate the annual average price 
of soybeans for some given marketing sea
son with no supply adjustment. (~) If the 
computed price was lower than the sup
port price, the estimates of other jointly 
determined variables were recomputed by 
considering the support price as a pre
determined variable and the quantity of 
soybeans purchased by the government as 
a jointly determined variable. In the for
mulation of the model, this variation in
volved adding another term to the last 
definitional identity, (8.1). So total sup
ply of soybeans equaled the sum of crush
ing, exports, commercial storage, and gov
ernment holdings. 

At the close of the 1958 marketing year, 
the government held 44.~ million bushels 
of soybeans. Adding this amount to the 
adjusted total supply used initially, the 
new total supply for 1958 was 578.4 mil
lion bushels. Using the combined model 



described above and the 
ply, the of 
flated) was $1.30 per bushel compared 
with the actual price of $1.67 and the sup
port rate of $1.75."" 

Using the support rate of $1.75 as the 
price of soybeans, the adjusted model then 
predicted government holdings of 65.5 mil
lion bushels. This was 'i2l.3 million bushels 
more than the actual figure of 44 .:i! million 
bushels. This overestimation occurred 
cipally because the support mte was higher 
than the actual market H an addi-
tional I5 to 20 million of 
had qualified for and been carried over 
the loan the actual market price 
might have as high as the support 
level. 

The 1957 crop year was influenced by 
government holdings of stocks 
canyout was 13.9 million 

5.2 

compared with 44.~ million bushels in the 
following year. the 
price of 
the actual price or the loan rate. Conse
quently, the level of government stocks 
could not be estimated. There is an addi
tional difficulty in using this model to 
diet government storage in 
with assumed support rates. Since the sup-
port rate is armounced to the plant-

season the total of soybeans 

price. 

year may be 
announced 

Although these estimated functions can-
not be m 

!JV,om•cmo to estimate 
of change 

in the jointly determined variables for a 
variety of actual and hypothetical situa
tions. 



S11mmary 
Objective§ 

1~his study's central objective was to obtain and analyze empirical esti~ 
mates of the parameters in a simultaneous statistical model of the 

U.S. soybean market. The basis for the statistical model was a theoretical 
framework accounting for the particular economic interrelationships be
tween soybeans and soybean products. As background material, a brief 
discussion of soybean utilization was presented emphasizing demand 
factors in the post-World War II period. 

Utilization of Soybeans 
In 1960 soybeans ranked fifth among 

U.S. major cash crops, providing farmers 
with 3.£ percent of all gross commodity 
receipts. 

Both domestic and foreign markets for 
U.S. soybeans expanded greatly in the 
1946-60 period. Most soybeans utilized 
domestically were processed into meal and 
oil by chemical or mechanical means. IVIeal 
and oil are joint products obtained simul
taneously in relatively fixed proportions. 
In the 1946-60 period the per bushel value 
of these joint products was approximately 
equal. 

Soybean meal and oil are sold in essen
tially independent markets. In the sample 
period about half of the soybean oil pro
duced domestically was used in margarine 
and shortening. Between 15 and .20 percent 
was used in other food products and about 
10 percent in industrial products. Dollar 
export sales and P.L. 480 shipments ac
counted for approximately 20 percent of 
postwar oil utilization. P.L. 480 (passed 
in 1954) accounted for 65 percent of all 
soybean oil exports in the 1954-60 period. 

In the 1946-60 period between 90 and 
98 percent of domestically produced soy
bean meal was used as a high protein feed 
for livestock, mainly poultry, swine, and 
cattle. Export, food, and industrial outlets 
accounted for the balance of meal utiliza
tion. 

Soybean exports grew steadily from 3.8 
million bushels in 1946 to 130.1 million 
bushels in 1960. This is an advance from 
£ percent of total annual utilization m 
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1946 to 23 percent in 1960. Expanding 
processing capacity, higher living stand
ards, and growing acceptance of soybean 
products in foreign nations stimulated this 
increase. 

The Theoretical Framework 
Using a set of simplifying assumptions, 

the wholesale demand functions for .soy
bean meal and oil were expressed. They 
were then combined into an average rev
enue function faced by soybean processors. 

The total farm level demand for soy
beans was derived by linking this average 
revenue function to the demand functions 
for soybean exports and commercial stor
age. The introduction of government price 
support operations provided a floor under 
theoretical farm prices. The farm level 
supply and demand functions were shown 
to interact, establishing equilibrium values 
for the price of soybeans, the volume mov
ing into each outlet, the crushing and han
dling margin, and prices of meal and oil. 
The theoretical framework was used to 
trace, throughout the system, the direc
tion of influence of specified shifts m 
various demand and supply functions. 

The Statistical Model 
The theoretical framework provided the 

basis for a simultaneous, eight-equation 
statistical model of the U.S. soybean mar
keL The structure included five linear 
stochastic equations and three linear iden
tities in actual numbers. The stochastic 
equations represented the wholesale de
mands for meal and oil, the 



margin function, the export demand for 
beans, and the commercial demand for 
carryover stocks. The three identities ex
pressed definitional relationships among 
several variables. 

The eight variables jointly determined 
by the model were: marketing year aver
ages of wholesale prices of meal and 
the farm price of beans, the crushing and 
handling margin, processors' average reve
nue per bushel at wholesale, and the 
amounts processed, exported, and stored 
commercially. Ten predetermined varia
bles, the marketing year supply, 
were used in the modeL Data were ad
justed so that government price support 
operations were considered. 

Two variations of the model were esti
mated using data from the 1946-60 period. 
One included explicit consideration of 

the other did not. 
The unknown parameters of the model 

were estimated LS 
2SI.,S 

accounted for the 
model's Unrestricted least 
squares estimates of the reduced form 
rameters were for both 
variations. 

Estimation and Analysi§ 
Estimation results 

Statistical 
tural functions were 
timated coefficients 

The LS and 2SLS estimates 

sa tis-

tural coefficients were similar in most 
cases. Several least squares reduced form 
equations fitted actua.l data 
welt 

Under one model variation estimated 
wholesale of demand for 
soybean meal was - 0.89. 
measures the nerc,en·t:ure 
tity demanded a0>mc.><>•cc.u 

change in 
price oil was esti
mated at - 2.51. The estimated farm level 

of soybeans demanded for 
export was- 0.89 while the price 
of for aH uses was -· 1.24, also at 
the Ievel. 

Estimates of the function fitted 

data rather providing an adequate 
bridge across several levels of the market
ing process. Storage equation estimates in
dicate that commercial carryover is nega-

related to anticipation of the fol-
lowing crop but related to 
current supplies. 

Solved reduced form equations were 
computed from 2SLS structural estimates 
of the model. These and unrestricted esti
mates of the reduced form equations were 
used to compute estimated values for the 
eight jointly determined variables in the 
1946-60 period. When with ac
tual data, quantity variable estimates gen
erally were more accurate than estimated 
prices. The least squares reduced form 
equations tended to "predict" more accu
rately than 2SLS solved reduced form 
equations in the sample period. However, 
they did not meet restrictions 
of the structure. 

Effects of several changes in structural 
functions were estimated using a combina
tion of both model variations. The com
bined model excluded 
rameter estimates oc•cu:rnng 
lation. in the determined 
variables then were when spe-
cific shifts were assumed in the structural 
functions. For example, in the absence of 
other a supply reduction of 10 
million of soybeans would increase 
the prices of meal, oil, and beans an esti
mated $B.£7 per ton, 0.16 cent 
and 9 cents per bushel, 

crushed, 
would fall an estimated 
lion, and l million bushels respectively. 

Some but realistic situa-
tions were in which several struc-
tural shifts were assumed to occur simul

A method for estimating gov~ 
ernment-held carryover m 

with price support also was pre-
sented. 

There were no dear a on 
which to base the theoretical and statisti
cal analyses of this report. 
the approach used is only one of many 

ways to visualize of the 
market. Some simplifying 



assumptions of the theoretical framework 
were obvious abstractions. However, they 
did not appear to undermine the frame
work's usefulness as a basis for statistical 
estimation. In the statistical model the 
use of marketing year data limits the com
mercial application of results since sea
sonal and other short-term influences were 
not considered. Similarly, neither the lin
ear form of the structural equations nor 
the assumption of a predetermined soy
bean supply was completely realistic. 
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The relative success of the empirical 
estimation suggests that this particular 
theoretical framework is a useful way to 
visualize the soybean market. However, 
the ultimate value of this model depends 
upon its ability to: (I) make useful pre
dictions in the future, or (2) suggest other 
formulations which are reliable predictors. 
Perhaps by examining the pricing of soy
beans and soybean products as an interre
lated process, understanding of these and 
similar commodities has been advanced. 



Appe:ndix A 
'f((jble 7 • .!i@y~e!:um U.S, 5!.1ppiy <r.>!'lld !.ltili:.©~tillll!'ll, il946-6il) 

Utilization 

Year Total 
Supply 

Feed, Total Steeb 
beginning stocks Produc- Toted seed, llJHiiza- Septem-
October 1 October 1 tion supply Crushed Exported residual tion ber 30 

milli<m bushels 

1946 .......... 4.4 203.4 207.8 170.2 3.8 23.3 197.3 5.4 
1947 .. ; ....... 5..1 186.4 '191.8 158.9 2.9 21.7 183.5 2.6 
1948 .......... 2.6 227.2 229.8 ] 83.2 23.0 19.8 226.0 3.2 
1949 .......... 3.2 234.2 237.4 196.6 13.1 22.5 232.2 2.9 
1950 .......... :2.9 299.2 302.1 250.5 27.8 22.4 300.7 4.2 
1951. ......... 4.2 283.8 288.0 242.4 17.0 22.9 282.3 3.6 
1952 .......... 3.6 298.8 302.4 234.4 31.9 :ns 289.8 JOJ 
1953 .......... 10.1 269.2 279.3 213.2 39.7 25.2 278.1 1.3 
1954 .......... 1.3 341.1 342.4 24.9.0 60.5 26.0 335.5 9.9 
1955 .......... 9.9 373.7 383.6 283.1 67.2 28.4 378.7 3.7 
1956 .......... 3.7 449.3 453.0 321.0 845' 29.0 434.9 9.9 
1957 ......... ' 9.9 483.4 493.3 353.8 85.5 32.0 47U 21.1 
1958 .......... 21.! 580.3 601 401.2 110,1 30.3 541.6 62.1 
1959 .......... 62.1 532.9 595.0 393.4 141.4 31.8 566.6 23.2 
1960 .......... 23.2 55503 578.5 401.5 130.1 35.2 566.8 6.0 

Source: Grain USDA, Jun~ '1962 (olso published periodico!iy in 
Faf·s 



Appendix B 
Utilization and Farm Value of 

Soybeans and Soybean Products 
Figure 2 (page 8) was derived using the USDA method for expressing 

the farm value of supply of soybeans and soybean products.44 Differ
ences in the farm value of soybeans and soybean products between 
1947-49 and 1957-59 in this computation include changes in prices and 
quantities. The following tables summarize data and computations used 
in developing figure 2. Their format follows that used on page 14 of 
Agriculture Handbook 91. 

Table 8. Supply and utilization of soybeans and soybean products: quantity and farm 
value, 1947-49 marketing year average 

Item Quantity 

I. Bean account 

thousand bushels 
Supply 

Prod.uction ................. . 
Imports ................... . 
Carryin stocks .............. . 

Total ..................... . 
Ca rryout stocks ............. . 

Flow into use ............... . 
Utilization 

Feed, seed, residual ......... . 
Crushing .................. . 
Export .................... . 

Total ..................... . 

215,954 
6 

3,730 

219,690 
2,902 

216,788 

23,635 
180,111 

13,042 
---
216,788 

11. Crushing account 

Oil production ............. . 
Meal production ............ . 

1,759 (million lbs.) 
4,250 (thousand tons) 

Total .................. . 

Farm value of beans crushed 466 79 4 
Wholesale value of beans crushed = 587 = · percent 

Average price 
1947-49 

dollars 

2.59/bu. 

dollars 

0.164/lb. 
70.43/ton 

Farm value 

million dollars 

559 

10 

569 
8 

561 

61 
466 

34 

561 

million dollars 

288 
299 

587 

•• Measuring tlul Supply and Utilization of Farm Commodities, Agriculture Handbook 91, AMS, 
USDA, November 1955, pp. 14 and 25. 
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Item Quantity 

111. Products account-oil 

niillion pounds 
Supply 

Prod.uction ....................... . 
Carryin stocks ..................... . 

Total ............................ . 
Carryout stocks .................... . 

Flow into use .....................• 
Utilization 

Food 
Margarine .................... . 
Shortening .................... . 
Other ........................ . 

Nonfood ......................... . 
Export ........................... . 

Total ............................ . 

1,759 
138 

1,897 
107 

1,790 

268 
738 
252 
298 
234 

1,790 

IV. Products account-meal 

thousand tons 
Supply 

Production ....................... . 
Imports .......................... . 

Flow into use ..................... . 
Utilization 

Feed ..................... · · · • · · · · 
Food and other ................... . 
Export ........................... . 

Total ............................ . 

* Quantity times average wholesale price. 

4,250 
10 

4,260 

4,021 
141 

98 

4,260 

t Computed from wholesale value by using ratio derived in II. 

Wholesale value * 

million dollars 

288 
23 

311 
18 --

293 

44 
121 

41 
49 
38 

293 

million dollars 

299 
1 

300 

283 
10 
7 

300 

Farm value t 

million dollars 

229 
18 

247 
14 

233 

35 
96 
33 
39 
30 

233 

million dollars 

237 
1 

238 

224 
8 
6 

238 

Table 9. Supply and utilization of soybeans and soybean products: quantity and farm 
value, 1957-59 marketing year average 

Item Quantity 

I. Bean account 

thousand bushels 
Supply 

Production' ................. . 
Imports ................... . 
Carryin stocks .............. . 

Total ..................... . 
Carryout stocks ............. . 

Flow into use .............. . 

Utilization 
Feed, seed, residual ......... . 
Crushing .................. . 
Export .................... . 

Total ..................... . 

532,191 
1 

31,017 

563,209 
35,460 

527,749 

32,613 
382,816 
112,320 

527,749 

58 

Average price 
1957-59 

dollars 

2.01/bu. 

Farm value 

million dollars 

1,070 

62 
1,132 

71 

1,061 

66 
769 
226 

1,061 



11. Crushing account 

Oil production ............. . 
Meal production ............ . 

Total .................. . 

4,130 (million lbs.) 
8,975 (thousand tons) 

Farm value of beans crushed 769 86 7 
Wholesale value of beans crushed = 887 = · percent 

Item Quantity 

Ill. Products account-oil 

million pounds 
Supply 

Production 
Ca rryin stocks ..................... . 

Total ............................ . 
Carryout stocks .................... . 

Flow into use ..................... . 
Utilization 

Food 
Margarine .................... . 
Shortening .................... . 
Other · ........................ . 

Nonfood ......................... . 
Export ........................... . 

Total ............................ . 

4,130 
288 

4,418 
288 

4,130 

1,073 
1,062 

761 
335 
899 

4,130 

IV. Products account-meal 

thousand tons 
Supply 

Production ....................... . 
Imports .......................... . 

Flow into use ..................... . 

Utilization 
Feed ............................ . 
Food and other ................... . 
Export ........................... . 

Total ............................ . 

* Quantity times average wholesale price. 

8,975 

8,975 

8,447 
30 

448 

8,975 

t Computed from wholesale value by using ratio derived in II. 

59 

dollars 

0.095/lb. 
54.92/ton 

Wholesale value * 

million dollars 

394 
27 

421 
27 

394 

102 
101 
73 
32 
86 

394 

million dollars 

493 

493 

464 
2 

27 

493 

million dollars 

394 
493 

887 

Farm value t 

million dollars 

341 
24 

365 
24 

341 

88 
88 
63 
28 
74 

341 

million dollars 

426 

426 

401 
2 

23 

426 



Appendix C 
Analysis of Oil and Meal Yields 

Per Bushel of Soybeans Processed 
J t was hypothesized that the average annual yield of soybean oil per 

bushel of beans processed was related to technology (method of proc
essing used) and the volume of soybeans crushed. Since no adequate 
measure of processing technology was available, a logarithmic trend with 
origin at 1946 was employed. This is the same trend variable used in the 
structural analysis of the soybean market. The rapid change in the loga
rithm function in the early years was assumed to reflect the widespread 
switch to the solvent process of oil extraction. The slower change in the 
latter portion was presumed to reflect continued refinements in process
ing and handling technology and improvements in the oil content of 
beans. 

The least squares regression equation 
for this analysis for the 1946-60 period is: 

Yo= 9.~~5 + 1.073 t- 0.0031 Qhc 

s = 0.~5 

where: 

(0.16~) (0.0015) 

R"= o.s6 

Yo =estimated marketing year average 
yield of soybean oil, in pounds per 
bushel. 

t =logarithm of time with origin at 
1946. 

Q".= total quantity of soybeans proc
essed per marketing year, in mil
lion bushels. 

The equation fitted the data reasonably 
well. The estimated coefficients were rela
tively large compared to their standard 
errors and displayed the expected signs. 
The positive coefficient on t indicates that 
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oil yields increased over time with improv
ing technology. The negative coefficient 
on Qbc suggests that, for a given year or a 
given state of technology, oil yields tend 
to fall as the volume of beans processed 
rises and vice-versa. This is intuitively 
appealing since oil yields might be ex
pected to decline as processing facilities 
become taxed in a heavy crop year. 

Extending this type of analysis beyond 
the sample period is risky. Although the 
logarithmic time function increases indefi
nitely, the per bushel oil yield cannot ad
vance forever. 

Similar analyses with meal yield as the 
dependent variable did not give statis
tically significant results. However, the 
signs of coefficients were reversed as com
pared with the oil yield equation. This 
seemed appropriate since meal and oil 
yields usually are thought to be inversely 
related. 



Appendix D 
Analysis of Soybean Acreage and 

the Soybean ... Corn Price Ratio 
w' 

The marketing year supply of soybeans was treated as a predetermined 
variable in the eight-equation model. But the relationship between the 

soybean-corn price ratio and the total acreage of soybeans planted was 
examined with two supply response equations in the 1946-60 period 
(Strand, 1948) .45 

In the first analysis it was hypothe
sized that the planted soybean acreage de
pended upon the soybean-corn price ratio 
of the previous crop year and the planted 
acreages of alternative crops (in this case 
corn and oats). The estimated equation is: 

S = 90.30 + 6.12 P,- 0.79C- 0.43D 
(3.92) (0.16) (0.14) 

s = 2.26 R'= o.75 d = 1.42'" 

where: 

S =total estimated soybean acreage 
planted annually, in million acres. 

P,.= average soybean-corn price ratio of 
prevwus crop year. 

C =total corn acreage planted annually, 
in million acres. 

D =total oats acreage planted annually, 
in million acres. 

Estimates suggest that the hypotheses 
of a positive relationship between the soy
bean-corn price ratio and the soybean 
acreage planted is reasonable when the 
acreage of alternative cash crops is held 
constant. On the other hand, increases in 
the acreage of either corn or oats are as
sociated with declines in soybean acreage 
if the price ratio remains constant. Ac-

cording to this estimated relationship a 
given increase in corn acreage is associ
ated with a larger decrease in soybean 
acreage than the same increase in oats 
acreage. In general, these results are as 
expected. 

A second equation reflected the hypoth
esis that the soybean acreage planted was 
related to the price ratio, the corn acreage, 
and a linear trend. The trend accounted 
for the systematic influence of factors such 
as technological change. The estimated 
equation was: 

S = £4.27 + 3.04 P r- 0.22C- O.S4T 

s = 0.97 

where: 

(0.17) (0.09) (0.08) 

R 2 = 0.95 d = 1.89 47 

T =linear trend (1946 = 1, 1947 = 2, etc.). 

By including trend, coefficients were 
changed substantially but still displayed 
expected signs."" The statistical fit was no
ticeably improved. 

These formulations represent only two 
possible ways to estimate a supply re
sponse function for soybean acreage. JYiore 
detailed analysis should precede addi
tional measurements. 

'"' The soybean-corn price ratio is a. better measure of the relative value of soybeans as a cash 
crop than is the actual price of soybeans. 

46 The Durbin-Watson statistic, d, indicated that evidence of serial correlation in the residuals 
was inconclusive. 

47 The Durhin-Watson statistic, d, indicated no evidence of serial correlation in the residuals. 
' 8 The coefficient on the acreage of oats was very small relative to its standard error when T was 

added to the original equation. The analysis was then recomputed omitting the acreag·e of oats. 
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Appendix E-Model I 
Least Squares Reduced Form E§timate§ 

1"'"he following are unrestricted least squares estimates of reduced form 
equations of M:odel I. Because of intercorrelations 

among some predetermined variables, the matrix of all sums of 
squares and cross products of variables could not be in-
verted in the estimation process. However, the largest possible submatrix 
was used .. It included. z1, z2, z3 , z4 , z5 , z7 , zs, and z10 . pages 21 and 
23 for definition of: the The estimated are: 

Y1 = - 1.447 + 0.1209z1 + + O.Ol594z3 + 0.4180z4 

- 0.290lzs · -- 0.001322z9 -

s ::~ (LQ2. R 2 = OJI5 

y2 = 49.83 + - 0.1082z3 - 0.504£z4 

- 8.320z5 - 7.337z7 + 0.01083z9 -

s = 2.15 R 2 = 0.90 

- 0.005535z~ + 0.1589z4 

- 0.0006846z9 -

s = 0.25 R 2 = 0.86 

Y4 = ·- 1.305 + + 0.1937z2 + 
+ 0.1093z5 - L063z7 + 

s = 0.16 

.Yo= ~V1<93 + 4.844z1 + 
-4,. 

s =4!1 

Ye =- 4.3/H ·- l:i.008z1-
+ 3.075z5 + 12. + 

--
s=5.5 

+ 0.000059'77zlo 

R 2 = 0.93 

- 0.04!H8z3 + l7.33z4 

+ 
R.2 = G.99 

O.OI842z3 + l 
v.v·vv""'"7 - 0.04458z9 + 

s=2.9 R 2 = (L82 

Solved Reduced Form Coefficients for 2SL§ 

The solved reduced form for ~SLS estimates of J\/[odel I are 
written; 

where: 

Y= [yl Y2 Y3 Y4 Yo Yo :Y1J 50 
Z = [zo Z1 Z2 zs Z4 Z5 ze Z7 zs Z9 Z1o 

49 Y 1£ and Z's 
larger as :r..nany :rows 

5o A simple computation yields ys 
~~ectors fmc a single Ina:rketing· :1-rea:r n:r as 

(in this case !5). 



(-B-1A)= 

I 
1.7196 0.1176 -0.2905 0.0157 0.0504 0.1957 

81.8549 0.0263 0.0649 -0.0035 -1.8674 7.2476 
5.8496 0.0503 -0.1242 0.0067 -0.1599 0.6208 
1.8414 0.0032 -0.0079 0.0004 -0.0102 0.0394 

l 281.1770 1.2947 -3.1998 0.1725 -4.1198 -15.9892 
-286.7973 1.4376 3.5530 -0.1915 4.5745 17.7540 

5.6203 0.1429 -0.3532 0.0190 -0.4547 1.7649 

0.5722 0.1720 0.1161 -0.0005 -0.0088 0.0000 
21.1914 0.2852 0.1924 -0.0008 -0.0145 0.0000 

1.8151 0.5457 0.0989 -0.0004 -0.0075 0.0000 
0.1153 0.6575 0.0234 0.0001 0.0018 0.0000 

46.7513 14.0544 -9.4832 0.0413 0.7166 0.0000 
51.9116 -15.6057 9.2020 0.0123 0.2137 0.0000 

5.1603 1.5513 0.2811 -0.0536 0.0698 0.0000 

Fig. 24. Average wholesale price of soybean meal deflated by wholesale price index, 
actual and computed from LS reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 25. Average wholesale price of soybean oil deflated by wholesale price index, actual 
and computed from LS reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 26. Average processing margin deflated by wholesale price index, actual and com
puted from LS structural estimates, Model 1, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 27. Average farm price of soybeans deflated by wholesale price index, actual and 
computed from LS reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 28. Volume of soybeans processed in the United States, actual and computed from 
LS reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 29. Volume of soybeans held by commercial firms, actual and computed from LS 
reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 30. Volume of soybeans exported by the United States, actual and computed from 
LS reduced form estimates, Model I, 1946-60. 
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!able Hl. Adu~:<! and ~•unputed values for eight iointly determined varinbies for Medel 1: ~omputed vah.ses fr<>m 2!\LS strudur"i !!i<rnd 
le~:~st squ·ares reduted form estimates, 1946-60 ·k 

Price o-f meal ot wholesale (Pm) Price of oil at wholesale (Po} Price of beans at farm 
Year Computed Computed __ Computed 
beginning 
October l Actual 2SlS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form 

cents par pound dollars per bushel 

1946 .............. 3.80 3.45 3.89 24.9 18.5 25.4 2.74 2.00 2.86 
1947 .............. 3.94 3.49 3.72 23.0 20.1 20.9 3.22 2.65 2.90 
1948 .............. 3.26 3.40 3.40 13.0 17.6 15.7 2.25 2.59 2.48 

"' 1949 .............. 3.21 3.47 3.20 12.3 14.8 14 .. 1 2.15 2.54 2.31 -.::~ 

1950 .............. 2.82 3.31 2.99 15.9 i4.2 11.7 2.17 2.42 2.06 
1951 .............. 3.66 3.56 3.40 !U 14.3 11.7 2.43 2.72 2.32 
1952 .............. 3.37 3 .. 36 3.21 12.0 13.6 11.9 2.70 2.65 2.45 
'1953 .............. 3.53 3.49 3.78 12.2 12.6 11.5 2.46 2.76 2.67 
1954 .............. 2.75 2.93 2.70 10.8 9.2 10.9 2.23 2.13 2.21 
1955 .............. 2 .. 32 2.59 2.27 1!.1 7.7 10.8 1.96 1.81 1.87 
1956 .............. 2.02 2.41 2.16 10.8 10.3 10.6 1.86 1.97 1.99 
1957 .............. 2.24 2.72 2.34 9.l 12.4 10.0 1.74 2.29 1.91 
1958 .............. 2.33 2.05 2.29 8.0 9.2 8.0 1.67 1.54 1.64 
1959 .............. 2.33 1.82 2.26 7.0 7.3 7.5 1.64 1.29 1.62 
1960 .............. 2.54 2.04 2.52 9.5 7.6 9.1 1.79 1.48 1.7! 



Table 10. (Cont.) 

Processing and handling margin (M) Quantity of beans processed (Q•c) Quantity of beans exported (Qbex) 
Year Computed Computed Computed 
beginning 

Actual Actual Actual October I 2SLS Red. form 2SLS Red. form 2SLS Red,' form 

dollars per bushel million bushels 

1946 ............. 1.67 1.58 1.64 170.2 174.6 170.9 3.9 3.4 2.9 
1947 ............. 1.06 1.11 1.06 158.9 163.2 155.6 3.0 0.6 7.3 
1948 ............. 0.66 0.87 0.78 183.2 195.1 189.4 23.0 9.5 15.5 

0) 1949 ............. 0.66 0.66 0.68 196.6 190.2 195.0 13.1 21.0 16.7 
00 1950 ............. 0.83 0.64 0.59 250.5 244.8 248.4 27.8 30.5 27.5 

1951 ............. 0.37 0.46 0.52 242.4 225.0 239.6 17.0 31.2 18.8 
1952 ............. 0.16 0.38 0.32 234.4 233.7 235.7 31.9 34.7 33.4 
1953 ............. 0.50 0.22 0.33 213.2 207.4 214.7 39.7 42.8 37.6 
1954 ............. 0.21 0.24 0.21 249.0 247.0 246.5 60.5 62.7 62.0 
1955 ............. 0.30 0.23 0.34 283.1 273.1 286.4 67.2 78.7 65.9 
1956 ............. 0.23 0.26 0.15 321.0 313.2 317.9 84.9 89.5 85.4 
1957 ............. 0.28 0.30 0.24 353.8 353.0 357.6 85.5 85.4 81.0 
1958 ............. 0.28 0.39 0.28 401.2 413.3 398.1 110.1 102.1 117.0 
1959 ............. 0.20 0.34 0.24 393.4 415.1 396.3 141.4 120.1 137.9 
1960 ............. 0.41 0.28 0.45 401.5 405.8 400.1 130.1 121.5 130.3 



Table 10. (Cont.) 

Quantity of beans stored (Qb,) 
Average revenue of processed 

beans at wholesale (ARP) 
Year Computed Computed 
beginning 

Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS October 1 

million bushels dollars per bushel 

1946 .............. 5.4 1.5 5.8 4.41 3.58 
1947 .............. 2.6 0.8 1.5 4.28 3.76 
1948 .............. 3.2 4.8 4.4 2.91 3.45 
1949 .............. 2.9 1.4 0.9 2.81 3.20 
1950 .............. 4.2 7.3 6.6 3.00 3.06 
1951 .............. 3.6 6.8 4.6 2.80 3.19 
1952 .............. 8.2 6.0 5.3 2.86 3.02 
1953 .............. 1.3 4.0 1.9 2.96 2.98 
1954 .............. 3.3 3.2 4.3 2.44 2.36 
1955 .............. 3.7 2.2 1.8 2.26 2.04 
1956 .............. 4.7 7.9 7.3 2.09 2.23 
1957 .............. 7.2 8.1 7.9 2.02 2.59 
1958 .............. 17.9 13.7 14.1 1.95 1.94 
1959 .............. 14.2 13.9 14.8 1.84 1.63 
1960 .............. 6.0 6.3 7.2 2.20 1.76 

* All price variables deflated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics Wholesale Price Index of all commodities. 
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F -Model II 
Least Squares Reduced Form E§timates 

are unrestricted least squares estimates of 1·educed form 
II. Because of extremely intercorrelations among 

some predetermined variables, the complete matrix of aU sums of squares 
and cross products of predetermined variables could not be inverted in 
the estimation process. However, the largest possible submatrix was 
used. It induded z2, z3, Z4, Z5, z 7, Z9, z10, z11. (See pages 21 and 23 for 
definition of the variables.) The estimated equations are: 

y1 = - 0.3136 + 0.2984z2 + 0.03384z3 + 0.2110z4 - 0.02602z5 

- U340z7 -- 0.003981z~- + 0.4642z11 

s = 0.27 R 2 = 0.!}2 

Y2 = 67.72 + - 0.2653z3 + L548z4 -

+ 1.859z7 + 0.03509z9 + 0.06036z10 -

s = 9..4 R.2 = O.!H 

+ 0.00199lz9 + 
s = 0.24 R 2 = 0.88 

s=I[U7 R~ = 0.93 

s = '7.£! 

-+ 3.826z5 

+ 16.8lz11 

R 2 = IUH:J 

y 6 = - 62.24,-
+ + 

+ 
- 0.556lzu 

s =2.9 IP = f!.8~ 

Solved Redm~ed F'orm Coefficient§ for 2SLS 
The solved reduced form 

written: 
yr = :B-1A] Z' 01 

'Nhere: Y== [jrl Y2 Ya Y1 Y5 Y6- 52 

Z = Z1 Z2 z3 Z4 Z5 z6 Z7 zs Z9 Z1o 

.:;:1 Y's: and Z's may 
Jarge_r as many :rows as 

52 A simple computation yields ys 
'10 

for a 
case, 

:maJrketing year or as 



[- B-1A] = 
8.8804 0.0000 0.2401 0.0282 -0.0270 0.1343 

78.5343 0.0000 0.0230 0.0027 2.0339 -10.1237 
4.1686 0.0000 0.1145 0.0134 0.1941 0.9661 
0.2459 0.0000 0.0027 0.0003 0.0045 - 0.0226 

-375.1474 0.0000 1.1060 0.1298 1.8753 - 9.3343 
398.9912 0.0000 1.4195 -0.1666 -2.4068 11.9795 

- 23.8437 0.0000 0.3134 0.0368 0.5314 2.6451 

1.3960 -0.0900 0.2983 -0.0006 -0.0121 0.5120 
105.2129 O.HW7 0.4302 0.0008 0.0175 4.0778 

10.0403 0.6472 0.1480 -0.0003 -0.0060 0.1251 
0.2346 -0.6767 0.0501 0.0001 0.0020 0.0543 

97.0094 6.2529 20.7302 0.0389 0.8430 -22.4484 
- 124.4998 -8.0248 -20.3250 0.0034 0.0746 23.4107 

:'27.4904 1.7719 - 0.4052 -0.0424 0.0824 -- 0.9623 

fig. :n. Ave~age wholesale 1nice of soybean me<>l deflated by wholesale pri«• index, 
actual and computed from U ~eduteo:l form estimates, Mode! II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 32. Average wholesale price of soybean oil deflated by wholesale price index, ac
tual and computed from LS reduced form estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 33. Average processing margin deflated by wholesale price index, actual and com• 
puted from LS reduced form estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 34. Average farm price of soybeans deflated by wholesale price index, actual and 
computed from LS reduced form estimates, Model II, 1946-60. 
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Fig. 35. Volume of soybeans processed in the United States, actual and computed from 
·Ls reduced form estimates, Model II, 1946·60. 
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ll'ig. 36. Vo:.h.sme @f scybeg:ms ille!tl by C@mmerd~t~i forms, «i~'hlllll <~md e<>n1p!llted ftrlllm lS 
~ed!lJ~ed fl!ll~m estimC!tes, M<:~dei II, 1946~0. 
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Ui lre@rJ~ed f©>~il·~ estomllltes, Modi~>i li, ] 9'46~611!]1. 
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Table 11. Actual and computed values for eight jointly determined variables for Model II: computed values from 2SLS structural and 
least squares ·reduced form estimates, 1946·60 • 

Price of meal at wholesale (Pm) Price of oil at wholesale (Po) Price of beans at farm (Pb) 
Year Computed Computed Computed 
beginning 
October 1 Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form 

cents per pound dollars per bushel 

1946 ............... 3.80 3.38 3.79 24.9 24.6 24.5 2.74 2.60 2.75 
1947 ............... 3.94 3.63 3.81 23.0 21.4 21.9 3.22 2.84 3.02 
1948 ............... 3.26 3.54 3.52 13.0 13.8 16.0 2.25 2.27 2.53 

"'I 1949 ............... 3.21 3.49 3.29 12.3 14.6 14.3 2.15 2.51 2.34 0. 
1950 ............... 2.82 3.15 2.92 15.9 12.0 11.9 2.17 2.11 2.08 
1951 ............... 3.66 3.28 3.29 10.1 11.3 10.9 2.43 2.28 2.21 
1952 ............... 3.37 3.34 3.08 12.0 13.2 12.2 2.70 2.62 2.48 
1953 ............... 3.53 3.47 3.78 12.2 12.9 10.9 2.46 2.78 2.61 
1954 ............... 2.75 3.06 2.71 10.8 10.2 11.0 2.23 2.30 2.22 
1955 ............... 2.32 2.63 2.29 11.1 9.9 10.7 1.96 2.07 1.86 
1956 ............... 2.02 2.24 2.21 10.8 12.8 11.5 1.86 2.11 2.09 
1957 ............... 2.24 2.66 2.34 9.1 9.2 8.9 1.74 1.94 1.78 
1958 ............... 2.33 2.24 2.25 8.0 8.5 8.1 1.67 1.63 1.66 
1959 ............... 2.33 2.01 2.38 7.0 7.6 7.5 1.64 1.44 1.63 
1960 ............... 2.54 2.26 2.43 9.5 7.0 9.4 1.79 1.57 1.73 



Table 11.- (Cont.) 

Processing and handling margin (M) Quantity of beans processed (Qbc) Quantity of beans exported (Qbex) 
Year Computed Computed Computed 
beginning 
October 1 Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form Actual 2SLS Red. form 

dollars per bushel million bushels 

1946 ........... 1.67 1.56 1.61 170.2 169.9 166.5 3.9 5.3 7.5 
1947 ........... 1.06 1.11 1.08 158.9 167.8 159.9 3.0 -5.2 2.7 
1948 ........... 0.66 0.86 0.82 183.2 194.5 194.4 23.0 10.6 10.4 

-'! 1949 ........... 0.66 0.68 0.71 196.6 200.0 198.6 13.1 10.9 12.9 
0) 1950 ........... 0.83 0.64 0.55 250.5 248.9 245.6 27.8 26.8 30.3 

1951 ........... 0.37 0.47 0.49 242.4 228.8 234.9 17.0 29.1 23.8 
1952 ........... 0.16 0.35 0.26 234.4 224.9 230.9 31.9 44.3 38.3 
1953 ........... 0.50 0.22 0.34 213.2 208.0 214.4 39.7 43.5 38.1 
1954 ........... 0.21 0.22 0.22 249.0 241.8 247.2 60.5 67.9 61.3 
1955 ........... 0.30 0.22 0.35 283.1 271.6 287.3 67.2 79.6 65.0 
1956 ........... 0.23 0.29 0.16 321.0 329.5 320.5 84.9 73.1 82.5 
1957 ........... 0.28 0.28 0.26 353.8 351.7 357.3 85.5 87.5 81.6 
1958 ........... 0.28 0.33 0.26 401.2 393.3 396.7 110.1 121.7 118.4 
1959 ........... 0.20 0.31 0.29 393.4 408.2 401.4 141.4 126.5 132.7 
1960 ........... 0.41 0.24 0.41 401.5 396.3 396.8 130.1 134.1 133.7 



Year 
beginning 
Octobei" 1 

"1946 ............. . 
1947 ............. . 
1948 ............ . 
1949 ............. . 
'1950 ............. . 
1951 ............. . 
1952 ............. . 
1953 ............. . 
1954 ............. . 
1955 ............. . 
1956 ............. . 
1957 ............. . 
1958 ............. . 
1959 ............. . 
1960 ............. . 

i<~bie 11. (Cont.) 

Quantity o·F beans stored (QJ,s) 

Computed 

.Actual 2SLS Red. form 

miHion bushe[s 

5.4 4.3 5.4 
2.6 1.8 1.9 
3.2 4.2 4.6 
2.9 1.7 i.1 
4.2 6.8 6.6 
3.6 5.1 4.3 
8.2 5.2 5.2 
1.3 2.7 1.7 
3.3 3.1 4.3 
3.7 2.8 1.8 
4.7 8.0 7.6 
7.2 7.3 7.6 

17.9 14.2 14.1 
] 4.2 14.3 15.0 
6.0 7.3 7.2 

Average revenue of prot:essed 
beans or wholesale (.ARP) 

Computed 

Actual 2SlS 

dollars per bushel 

4.41 4.17 
4.28 3.97 
2.91 12 
2.81 19 
3.00 2.76 
2.80 2.74 
2.86 2.97 
2.96 3.00 
2.44 2.52 
2.26 2.29 
2.09 2.40 
2.02 2.23 
1.95 L95 
1.84 1.75 
2.20 1.81 

*AI! price variables deflcted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics VV'ho!esale Price index of all ~ommodities. 
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